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Abstract	
Due to their high stiffness–to–mass ratio and good resistance to fatigue and 

corrosion, fiber-reinforced materials have been intensively used in several engineering 

branches, such as the automotive and aeronautic industries. Nevertheless, their low 

resistance to low-velocity impacts may question their wide use in critical load-bearing 

structures and components. Events like the drop of a maintenance tool, hailing, or 

bird strikes may result in the emergence of small and barely visible levels of internal 

damage. Although not severe enough to lead to the immediate failure of the inspected 

component, the impact-induced damage may entail a decrease in its stiffness and 

strength and, thus, compromise its load-bearing capability. The need to detect the 

onset of internal damage has led to an ever-rising interest in Structural Health 

Monitoring (SHM), i.e., an emerging engineering field that keeps the promise of a 

continuous assessment of the component health and its remaining service life. 

Nowadays, although the underlying physics is still not clear, the SHM approaches 

based on nonlinear acoustic phenomena and, thus, exploiting the perturbation 

induced by internal cracks on the propagation of an impinging wave (e.g., the 

emergence of additional spectral components, phase shift, and scattering) are widely 

used to provide information on the structural integrity of composite materials. In 

this perspective, this thesis focuses on two nonlinear acoustics techniques, namely 

the Scaling Subtraction Method (SSM) and the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation (VAM), to further assess their effectiveness in detecting the occurrence 

of impact damage in composite beams. 

The Scaling Subtraction Method accounts for the global nonlinear content of 

the response of the inspected component to infer information on its integrity and 

ability to withstand critical loads. Mainly applied to granular materials, the Scaling 

Subtraction Method was proven to be effective in identifying the onset of internal 

damage also in metals and composite materials. However, the quality of the 

indication provided was highly affected by the selection of the interrogating 

frequency, usually chosen among the resonance frequencies of the inspected system. 

The need for preliminary modal analysis and, at once, the lack of a robust algorithm 

to pick the resonance with the highest sensitivity to damage prevent the SSM from 
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being a viable and reliable NDT tool. In an attempt to overcome both these 

limitations, this thesis proposes a novel SSM-based approach relying on the use of a 

broadband impulsive excitation. By alternatively driving a composite laminated 

beam through impulsive or pure-tone harmonic excitations tuned at different natural 

frequencies in both pristine and damaged conditions, the pulse-based SSM approach 

was shown to be a rather promising option for identifying the nonlinearities arising 

from the occurrence of low-velocity impact damage in composite materials. 

The Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation (VAM) relies upon simultaneously 

driving the inspected structure with two waves of distinct frequencies and 

amplitudes. The presence of material discontinuities perturbates the propagation of 

the two impinging waves leading to the emergence of modulation sidebands that are 

exploited to infer information on the structural integrity of the monitored sample. In 

recent years, the analysis of modulation sidebands has been successfully applied to 

detect the onset of internal damage in both metal and non-metallic structures. 

Nonetheless, since some critical issues still have to be faced, this thesis aims to further 

assess whether the selection of some testing parameters, e.g., the choice of the 

frequency of both the pump and the probe frequency, the sensing-actuation scenario, 

and boundary conditions, may affect the effectiveness and the sensitivity of the 

Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation. For this purpose, an experimental campaign 

in which three laminated composite beams have been subjected to multiple low-

velocity transverse impact loads to induce the emergence of a pattern of modulation 

sidebands around the probe frequency peak has been conducted. The obtained results 

showed that the amplitude of the modulation sidebands tends to increase with the 

damage severity, confirming the overall ability of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation to detect the onset of impact-induced damage and rank its severity. 

However, the trial of a set of pump frequencies revealed the Nonlinear VAM to be 

highly sensitive to the selected natural frequency. Similarly, the pump excitation 

amplitude was shown to affect the quality of the provided indications. In addition, 

the method capability to characterize the changes in the inspected sample integrity 

slightly varied with the considered sensing-actuation scenario, even though it was 

the sensor positioning to be found the factor susceptible to affect the method 

performance to a greater extent. 
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Introduction	
 

Multilayered fiber-reinforced materials offer many advantages over more 

conventional materials, such as good resistance to fatigue and corrosion and high 

flexibility in design, which translates in the chance to tailor the material to withstand 

preferentially loads along specific directions. Moreover, the high stiffness–to–mass 

ratio makes them the primary choice in those applications in which lightweight 

structures lead to a significant reduction of maintenance, fuel, and operational costs. 

Nevertheless, their high susceptibility to impact damage may question their use in 

critical load-bearing applications. In contrast to metallic (i.e., steel and aluminum) 

structures, low-velocity impacts generated through contact with objects during 

flights or routine maintenance may result in some level of damage. Therefore, events 

like hailing, bird strikes, or a tool drop might trigger the onset of delaminations and 

cracks, which will also entail a stiffness or strength decrease and a reduction of the 

load-bearing capability. If not detected in due time, flaws and cracks may spread out 

during service operations. As a result, structural failures may occur. The poor and 

deficient quality of both 

the inspection and 

maintenance programs 

were recognized to be the 

reasons behind several 

aircraft accidents, like 

the Japan Airlines Flight 

123 (figure 1, [1]) in 1985, 

the Aloha Airlines Flight 

243 (figure 2, [2]) in 1988 

and the China Airlines 

Flight 611 [3], that 

occurred in 2002. 

 

Figure	1.	Debris	of	the	Japan	AirLines	Flight	123.	
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The wide use of composite materials in primary structures has brought out 

the problem of assessing the integrity of load-bearing structures and their ability to 

bear service loads. Assuring the desired performance and safety requirements is an 

extremely complex task that concerns both new and existing aging structures and 

infrastructures. To address this problem many Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) 

techniques have been proposed, e.g., liquid penetrant testing, eddy current, visual 

inspection, x-ray, radiography, ultrasonic testing, and shearography [4] [5].  

Nevertheless, these techniques are still time-consuming, labor-intensive, and 

expensive. Furthermore, the extensive application of advanced materials helped to 

increase both the complexity and the accuracy of the damage detection process due 

to the material anisotropy, the insulating properties of the matrix, the fibers 

conductivity, and the occurrence of damage beneath the laminate surface, making it 

not easily detectable. Therefore, the need to prevent catastrophic failures has led 

several branches, such as the aeronautic and chemical industry, automotive, and civil 

engineering, to gain interest in Structural Health Monitoring.   

 

Figure	2.	Fuselage	remains	after	the	emergency	landing	of	the	Aloha	Airlines	Flight	
243	[2].	
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Based on sensors embedded within a structure, Structural Health Monitoring 

(SHM) is an emerging engineering field that aims to detect the presence of damage 

and, at one time, to continuously assess the structural integrity [6] [7] [8]. By 

providing a real-time diagnosis/prognosis on the component status, the SHM 

methods keep the promise to reduce the maintenance costs, the machine service 

downtime, and, above all, to enhance both the reliability and the safety of critical 

structures and components. Nowadays, the SHM techniques based on guided 

ultrasonic waves are the most adopted when dealing with composite materials on 

account of their ability to inspect large structural areas with a relatively small 

number of transducers.  

The presence of internal cracks may perturbate the propagation of an 

impinging wave, leading to the onset of specific features that can be used for damage 

detection. Wave attenuation, reflection, refraction, and scattering are just some of 

the signal features that can be monitored to provide information on the presence of 

internal damage. Nevertheless, the obtained results are often ambiguous, making it 

difficult to assess whether the observed wave alterations are triggered by the presence 

of damage or other factors (i.e., varying thicknesses or changes in 

operational/environmental conditions). Consequently, a baseline measurement 

representing the system response in undamaged conditions is required for reference. 

The application of the linear acoustic analysis generally allows to relate the changes 

in wave scattering pattern and wave attenuation to the crack geometry. However, 

even if large defects may significantly affect the system response, early-stage defects 

may not result in any detectable effect and may subsequently go undetected. Thus, 

it can be stated that both the efficiency and the sensitivity of the linear methodologies 

are not sufficient to retrieve the presence of microscopic defects and different 

approaches are needed. 

In light of these challenges, nonlinear acoustic and ultrasonic phenomena have 

proven to be more sensitive to the presence of early-stage damage than their linear 

counterparts. Small severity damage might generate nonlinear effects whose 

amplitude can be orders of magnitude higher than that of the pristine material 

inherent nonlinearities. Even though the physics underlying the mechanisms involved 

is still not clear, these nonlinear methodologies rely on the failure of the superposition 
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principle, according to which two waves occupying the same space at the same time 

superimpose without one wave affecting the other. Therefore, material nonlinearity 

may cause wave distortion, leading to the onset of additional frequency components 

that are not part of the original excitation signal and that may infer useful 

information about the integrity of the inspected component or structure. 

This thesis aims to further investigate and to assess the reliability and the 

efficiency of a couple of nonlinear acoustic methods, i.e., scaling subtraction method, 

and nonlinear vibro-acoustic modulation, to detect and characterize low-velocity 

impact damage in composite laminated. Hence, the primary objectives of this thesis 

are to: 

• Identify literature gaps associated to the selected nonlinear approaches 

to drive the research effort on pertinent areas. 
• Further understand the current limitations of the selected nonlinear 

methods. 

• Apply the considered nonlinear approaches for damage detection and 

characterization in laminated composite beams, to exploit the effects of 

low-velocity impact damage on the generation of nonlinear effects. 

• Investigate the influence of different analysis parameters, such as the 

shape of the excitation signal, measurement methodologies, actuating 

system, and transducer positioning, that may affect the reliability and 

the sensitivity of these nonlinear methods. 
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1 	

Chapter	1	

Damage	and	failure	in	composite	
materials	

 

The application of composite materials dates backs to ancient times. As early 

as 3000 B.C., the African civilizations (i.e., Egyptians) used to embed straw into 

mud bricks to prevent shrinkage cracks and, at once, improve their tensile strength. 

Although mud-straw bricks still remain one of the first applications of composite 

materials, they could not be further from the current high-performance composites, 

which mainly consist of a fibrous reinforcement (i.e., long carbon fibers) embedded 

within a polymeric matrix (i.e., a toughened epoxy resin). In the last few decades, 

due to significant progress in material science and technology, the use of advanced 

composites as a primary structural material has sharply increased (figure 1.1), ending  

 

Figure	1.1	–	Development	of	the	global	demand	for	CFRP	(from	Composite	Market	
Report	2019	–	The	global	CF-	und	CC-market	2019.	M.	Sauer,	Carbon	Composites	e.V.).	
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up including a wide range of application fields, such as architecture, automotive, 

energy, infrastructure, and medicine. Nonetheless, the benefits of the massive use of 

high-performance composites became immediately evident in the aerospace field, in 

which an ever-rising fraction of the total weight of an aircraft is manufactured from 

advanced composites materials (figure 1.2). In fact, in the aerospace industry, the 

high mechanical properties of composites (i.e., high stiffness and good resistance to 

fatigue and corrosion) allowed the design of lightweight structures and components, 

whose constituent materials were tailored to achieve the optimum strength along the 

primary load paths. However, the high susceptibility of aerospace composites to low-

velocity impact damage may question their usage in critical load-bearing 

applications. Impact events (e.g., the drop of a hand tool, hail impact, and bird 

strike) might trigger the onset of barely visible impact damage (BVID), which results 

in a sharp degradation of the material properties. In this context, the need to satisfy 

the stringent security requirements of the aerospace industry to prevent human losses 

and ensure an adequate residual strength at the end of the composite structures 

service-life resulted in an extensive research effort to characterize both the damage 

 

Figure	1.2	–	Evolution	of	the	Airbus	aircrafts:	relative	composite	weight	[9]. 
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initiation and its progression. Unlike metallic components whose failure mainly 

occurs due to the initiation of a fatigue crack that under in-service cycling-loads 

propagates up to critical dimensions, composite materials fail accordingly to a 

multiscale process consisting of a succession of several events that gradually spread 

over an increasing volume of material. Thus, the failure of a composite structure or 

component arises from the emergence of different damage mechanisms, which are not 

still completely understood. 

 

1.1 Composite	materials	

Composite materials result from the combination of two phases, which 

mutually contribute to determine mechanical and physical properties that, impossible 

to be achieved with either of the constitutive phase alone, best fit the requirements 

of the specific loading conditions. Despite their intimate bond, the two constitutive 

elements retain both their physical and chemical identity owing to the presence of a 

distinct interface between them. As a matter of fact, that is the chance to easily 

recognize the material constitutive phases to distinguish aerospace composites from 

metallic alloys, in which the alloying elements are so intimately linked to make it 

impossible to identify them.  

In a composite structure, the matrix and the reinforcement accomplish specific 

functions. In fact, if the load-carrying capacity of a composite component almost 

relies upon the fibers that, pursuant to the high volume fraction, constitute almost 

the entire structure volume, the matrix keeps the fibrous reinforcement located and 

oriented along the desired directions, enabling the load transfer between adjacent 

fibers, and, at once, provides a barrier against adverse environments (i.e., chemicals, 

moisture, elevated temperatures) and mechanical degradation (e.g., by abrasion). 

Moreover, by providing lateral support to the fibers and, thus, preventing them from 

buckling when compressive loads are applied, the matrix may considerably influence 

the compressive strength, the interlaminar and the in-plane shear properties of the 

composite material. Hence, the two constitutive phases, namely the fibers and the 

polymeric matrix, equally govern the overall properties of advanced composites and 

their failure behavior.  
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1.2 Damage	in	composite	materials	

In composite structures and components, both the emergence and the growth 

of internal damage rely upon the mechanisms governing the failure of its constituents 

and the damage progression at the fiber-matrix interfaces. Therefore, since internal 

damage of composite structures initiates at the length scale of the fiber diameter and 

then propagate over an increasing material volume, a detailed description of the 

failure process of a composite laminate requires a macroscale approach to provide an 

equally accurate description of the mechanisms, that, occurring at different length 

scales (figure 1.3), underlie the fracture of both the constituents and their 

interactions. 

 

1.2.1 Microscale	level:	constitutive	phases	

Unlike thermosetting epoxy matrix, whose nonlinear stress-strain curve 

reveals a ductile response with a gradually reducing slope and high ultimate strain 

(figure 1.4a), the fibers behave almost linearly without undergoing significant plastic 

deformation before the ultimate failure occurs (figure 1.4b). However, the tensile 

 

Figure	1.3	–	Multiscale	representation	of	fiber-reinforced	composites	(adapted	from:	
https://compositeskn.org/KPC/index.php?title=A245&veaction=edit&section=4)	
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strength of the fibrous reinforcement is significantly higher (typically 50 to 100 times) 

than that of the matrix bulk material, whose contribution to the composite material 

in-plane strength is thus negligible. The high tensile strength of the fibers is mainly 

attributed to their filamentary form. In fact, owing to the fiber dimensions, the flaws 

within the material are statistically lower than within the matrix. Analogous to other 

brittle materials, the tensile strength of the high-performance fibrous reinforcement 

shows a wide statistical spread. The tensile failure stress is highly affected by the 

presence of weak points (e.g., flaws, voids, and defects), which might accidentally 

arise from fiber bundling and handling as well as fiber sliding. Since failure always 

occurs at the weakest point, the ultimate strength mainly depends on the largest 

flaw. Moreover, because both the flaw size and location randomly vary along the 

fiber length, the tensile strength might significantly differ from one fiber to another, 

with long fibers having a greater chance of breaking than shorter ones. 

 

1.2.2 Mesoscale	level:	unidirectional	lamina	
At a mesoscopic level, a fiber-reinforced composite structure mainly consists 

of several laminae (also termed plies) made up of fibers embedded within an otherwise 

  

Figure	1.4	–	Stress	–	strain	curve	for	advanced	composite	constituents:	(a)	fiber	and	
(b)	polymeric	matrix	[10].	
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homogeneous matrix and aligned with the primary loading direction to achieve the 

required mechanical properties. Therefore, each ply can be regarded as a quasi-

homogeneous orthotropic layer (figure 1.5) whose failure behavior relies upon several 

different mechanisms. 

• Longitudinal failure in tension 

Under longitudinal tensile load, the behavior of a unidirectional composite 

is controlled by the ultimate strain of the fibers. In this context, the most 

likely damage scenario provides a fiber break leading to the establishment 

of an ineffective length, in which the load previously carried by the broken 

fiber is redistributed to the adjacent fibers [11]. Further increasing the 

load amplitude does not increase the size of the first failure site but 

triggers the onset of other localized fractures throughout the composite, 

whose structural integrity is gradually undermined. Nonetheless, ultimate 

failure occurs only when the damage sites spread over the composite 

volume providing a low-resistance path for fracture propagation. 

Depending on the fiber volume fraction, the lamina failure might result 

from the emergence of three damage mechanisms. In fact, while plies with 

low fiber-volume ratio (𝑣! < 0.4) exhibit brittle fracture, plies with 

intermediate filament volume fraction (0.4<𝑣!< 0.65) undergoes a brittle 

fracture accompanied by filament pullout (figure 1.6). Moreover, if its 

fiber content is high (𝑣!>0.65), the composite ply experiences a complex 

 

Figure	1.5	–	Unidirectional	composite	lamina:	directions	of	orthotropy.	
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failure process, in which a brittle fracture goes together with fiber pullout, 

constituent debonding, or matrix shear [12] (figure 1.6). 

 

• Longitudinal failure in compression 

Despite their high performance under tensile load, fatigue, and corrosion, 

aerospace composite materials manifest a compressive strength ranging 

between 50-60% of their tensile strength. Moreover, their ability to 

withstand compressive loads is severely affected by both stiffness and 

strength of the polymeric matrix and the fiber alignment. Therefore, since 

the early 60s, great research effort has been devoted to characterizing the 

failure of composite unidirectional laminate under compressive loads. 

Under these loading conditions, the plie failure mainly relies upon a fiber 

micro-buckling mechanism (also referred to as kinking), owing to which 

the fibers embedded within the matrix behave as elastic beams on an 

 

Figure	1.6	–	Longitudinal	failure	mechanisms	under	tensile	loads:	(a)	brittle	facture,	
(b)	fiber	pull-out,	and	(c)	debonding	and	matrix	shear	failure	[12].	
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elastic foundation [13]. Although affected by several factors (i.e., fiber size 

and shape, fiber volume fraction, fiber and matrix stiffness, fiber waviness, 

fiber-matrix bonding [14]), the instability at the scale of a few fibers might 

occur in two modes depending on the relative motion of adjacent fibers 

[15] [16]. In this context, when fibers buckle out of phase (figure1.7a), the 

points between them are no longer aligned with the fiber length but 

arranged in sinusoidal patterns, whose amplitude varies from zero at the 

midpoint between two adjacent fibers to a maximum at the fiber location. 

Hence, the matrix extends or contracts transversely to the fiber length 

undergoing a transverse or extensional buckling mode. Conversely, if the 

fibers buckle in phase (figure 1.7b), the matrix oscillates with the fibers. 

By translating perpendicularly to the fiber direction, the matrix 

experiences shear deformation and, thus, a shear mode occurs. 

 

 

 

Figure	 1.7	 –	 Longitudinal	 failure	 mechanisms	 under	 compressive	 loads:	 (a)	
extensional	micro-buckling	mode	and	(b)	shear	micro-buckling	mode.	Adapted	
from	[17].	
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• Transverse failure in tension 

Under transverse tensile loads, stress related to the applied loads 

superimpose to those associated with matrix shrinkage during cure, 

hygrothermal stresses related to temperature variations, and moisture 

concentration within the material, inducing severe stress concentration 

occurring at the interface between matrix and fibrous reinforcement.  

Although primary local failures involve matrix cracking, interface 

debonding, and fiber longitudinal splitting, the damage progresses 

analogously to longitudinal tensile failure. In fact, after the first isolated 

interfacial microcracks have occurred, increases in the load intensity 

induced the onset of other flaws, whose coalescence into macrocracks 

might lead to catastrophic failure (figure 1.8). 

 

• Transverse failure in compression 

In unidirectional composites, transverse compression might trigger the 

emergence of several failure mechanisms, including matrix compression 

failure, matrix shear failure, fiber/matrix interface shear failure, or fiber 

crushing. Compressive failure occurs in the matrix when the maximum 

compressive strain exceeds the ultimate compressive strain.  

 

 

 

 

Figure	1.8	–	Transverse	failure	under	tensile	 loads:	(a)	occurrence	of	 fiber-matrix	
debonding	and	(b)	coalescence	into	a	transverse	macro-crack.	Adapted	from	[18].	
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• Failure through in-plane shear  

Under in-plane shear stresses, unidirectional composites behavior is 

mainly governed by the strength of the matrix and that of the fiber-matrix 

interface. Intralaminar shear stresses result in the onset of an array of 

matrix cracks with a roughly sigmoidal shape that may coalesce, leading 

to catastrophic failure [19]. More in detail, matrix micro-cracks nucleating 

in a plane whose orientation to the fibers depends on the acting stress 

components propagate under increasing shear strains [20]. However, once 

the crack tips reach the fibers, the direction of propagation turns parallel 

to the fibers axis, leading the cracks to assume a sigmoidal shape (figure 

1.9). At the fiber-matrix interface, neighboring cracks coalesce, causing 

the failure surface to be aligned with the fiber direction [21]. 

 

1.2.3 Macroscopic	level:	composite	laminates	

At a macroscopic level, a composite structure is made up of a homogeneous 

anisotropic material consisting of several plies with different orientations stacked to 

achieve the desired mechanical properties. Owing to the material anisotropy, the 

stress distribution through the component thickness varies from ply to ply. Thus, 

since the projection of the stress components onto the lamina orthotropy directions 

 

Figure	1.9	–	Failure	under	 in-plane	shear:	 formation	of	an	array	of	matrix	cracks.	
Adapted	from	[22].	
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varies proportionally to the load intensity, the ply failure conditions may be met, 

reducing both the stiffness and the strength of the laminate, but without necessarily 

leading to its failure. Therefore, the evolution of internal damage in a composite 

material is a multiscale process, whose underlying mechanisms depend on the 

constituent phase properties, lamination geometry, stacking sequence, discontinuities 

(i.e., flaws and voids), loading and environmental conditions. Nonetheless, the 

damage mechanisms involved in the damage of composite laminates are mainly three: 

(1) matrix cracking, (2) delamination, and (3) fiber breakage. 

 

• Matrix cracking 

Since cracks tend to propagate along the lowest-strength path, the 

material anisotropy allows certain crack orientations to be preferred. In 

fact, due to the low load-carrying capacity of the matrix, the damage 

usually initiates as matrix cracks propagating parallel to the fibrous 

reinforcement, which might act as a crack arrester. Matrix cracking (also 

referred to as transverse cracking) is an intralaminar damage mechanism 

occurring long before the laminate fails. Nonetheless, once the matrix 

failure condition is met, the number of nucleating cracks increases until 

the matrix reaches a saturation state. Although not significantly affecting 

the laminate structural integrity, matrix cracking was shown to 

progressively reduce the stiffness and strength of the laminate [23] and 

change its coefficients of thermal expansion [24], moisture absorption [25], 

its damping [26] and the natural frequency [27]. Moreover, matrix cracking 

might trigger the emergence of other damage mechanisms that might 

significantly compromise the ability of the structure to fulfill its function, 

such as localized clusters of fiber fractures and delamination. In fact, stress 

concentration near the crack tip at the ply interface may cause either 

delamination [28] [29] or matrix cracking in the adjacent ply.     
 

 

• Delamination 

Composite laminates consist of bundles of fibers that, lying in the laminate 

plane, do not provide any reinforcement in the thickness direction. Thus, 
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the laminate ability to carry loads through its thickness almost relies on 

the matrix. In this context, the low strength of the matrix and the high 

interlaminar stresses caused by the differences between the elastic 

properties of adjacent plies equally trigger the emergence of interlaminar 

damage mechanisms, especially delamination.  

Activated by geometrical perturbations (e.g., complex shapes) and 

discontinuities (e.g., matrix cracks and free edges), delamination consists 

of a crack that, propagating within the inter-ply matrix, leads bonded 

plies to peel. Besides the chance to induce through-thickness failure, 

delamination enables transverse matrix cracks to coalesce and, thus, give 

rise to a wide fracture surface. Nonetheless, delamination is more harmful 

when impact damage is involved. Impact events might result in the onset 

of wide delaminations, which significantly affect the material ability to 

withstand in-service loads despite the absence of clear indications of 

damage on the composite structure surface. The growth and the extension 

of impact-induced delaminations rely upon two mechanisms, namely 

interlaminar shear, which results from contact forces, and transverse 

tensile cracks, whose relevance depends on the laminate thickness [30]. In 

fact, while interlaminar shear stress governs the damage behavior of thick 

composite laminates, transverse cracks become the primary damage 

mechanism for thin composites whose response is dominated by bending. 

Nevertheless, since these two mechanisms simultaneously occur, multiple 

delaminations occurring through the thickness join up via transverse 

cracks, resulting in a spiral staircase pattern of delaminations [30]. 

 

• Fiber breakage 

Multidirectional composites consist of bundles of fibers whose failure 

strain is not necessarily the same. Owing to the defect induced during the 

fiber fabrication process (i.e., flaws and voids) and the laminate 

manufacturing (e.g., accidental scratches on the fiber surface), the 

ultimate strength of fibers belonging to a nominally identical bundle varies 

accordingly to a Weibull distribution. In these conditions, fibers 
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progressively fail according to their place in the statistical distribution. At 

high strain and, especially, when other damage mechanisms emerge, the 

resulting isolated fiber fractures may lead to localized stress 

concentrations, due to which cluster of fractured fibers form compromising 

the laminate structural integrity. 

In practical laminate configurations, none of these damage mechanisms occur 

in isolated modes. Engagement of various damage modes usually leads to further 

energy absorption during a progressive damage growth. In composite structures and 

components, damage usually initiates at the microscale level as matrix cracking, 

typically accompanied by small-scale delamination at the layer interfaces. Further 

increases in the load intensity result in the sequential accumulation of various types 

of intra- and interlaminar damage. So, matrix cracks grow to mesoscale cracks and 

delaminations, which eventually leads to macroscale cracks and fiber breakage. 
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2 	

Chapter	2	

Structural	Health	Monitoring	for	
composite	materials	

 

Conventionally damage is used to indicate any change introduced into the 

material structure or the component geometry, including variations in the boundary 

conditions and structural connectivity, which impair the system’s ability to bear 

operational loads.  The damage onset always occurs at the microscopic scale. Under 

in-service operations, micro-defects and flaws, which are present to some extent in 

all materials, grow and coalesce at different rates leading to macroscopic-level of 

damage. The damage severity increases until the system is no longer able to perform 

its function. Then, failure occurs.  

The need to prevent catastrophic failure and human losses highlights the 

inspection and maintenance of existing structures as primary concerns. To both 

detect the presence of damage and assure the desired level of safety, a wide variety 

of Non-Destructive Testing and Evaluation (NDT/E) approaches has been proposed. 

However, the efficacy and the reliability of the available NDT techniques, whose 

application leads to costly and time-consuming experimental investigations, are 

strictly dependent on the operator skills. Furthermore, their application requires a 

priori knowledge of the damage location and that the portion of the structure to be 

inspected is readily accessible for testing. Moreover, NDT/E inspections, generally 

performed according to a predefined timetable, are often not sufficient to capture the 

evolution of the damage process. To overcome these limitations, Structural Health 

Monitoring approaches have been developed. 
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2.1 Structural	Health	Monitoring	

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is an emerging interdisciplinary field that 

aims to design and implement a strategy for real-time continuous damage detection 

and characterization [31] [32]. To this purpose, SHM gathers several disciplines, such 

as structural dynamics, signal processing, electronics, and microelectronics, which 

provide essential know-how for monitoring the structure and giving at any moment 

both a diagnosis of the structure health and a prognosis about its remaining life. 

Through embedding data processing and communication systems and transducers for 

both sensing and actuation, SHM aims to create smart structures making 

nondestructive testing an integral part of the structure itself. As stated in Farrar et 

al. [32], Structural Health Monitoring involves observing a component during its 

working life, sensing its response through periodically spaced measurements, 

identifying, and extracting specific damage-sensitive features to assess the current 

state of the structure health. Therefore, in a long-term perspective, SHM leads to a 

periodically up-date of the information on the system behavior, i.e., assessing its 

ability to perform its intended function by considering structural aging, fatigue, 

corrosion, and degradation due to environmental conditions. Provided that the 

information delivered is reliable, SHM should prevent catastrophic failures and 

unanticipated machine downtimes, enabling to estimate the component residual life 

or, at least, the period between two subsequent maintenance events. Moreover, the 

recent development of the automation science allows to automate and repeat as often 

as possible the inspections and limit, at the same time, the influence of operator skills 

on the results interpretation.   

Damage indicates any change in the material structure or the component 

geometry that adversely affects the system’s ability to fulfill its function. However, 

a more precise damage definition arises from considering the structure as a system 

whose response depends on the applied inputs. In this context, the damage represents 

an additional input that induces both flow and transformation energy [33]. 

Consequently, damage detection is, at one time, an inverse problem, and an 

identification problem, in which measurable outputs have to be analyzed to identify 

specific damage-related features and material parameters to assess the presence of 

damage. Similar to classical NDT/E techniques, SHM’s primary purpose is damage 
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detection. However, SHM goes further. As reported by Farrar et al. [31], the 

structural health monitoring process is a four-step statistical pattern recognition 

paradigm, i.e., a data (pattern) classification algorithm based on either a priori 

knowledge or information extracted from previous patterns (e.g., groups of 

measurements or observations), that includes (figure 2.1):  

• Level 1. Operational evaluation 

Operational evaluation (problem definition phase) tries to answer 

questions regarding the design and the implementation of a viable damage 

identification system, such as in-service and environmental conditions, 

 

Figure	2.1	-	Structural	Health	Monitoring	process.	
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mode failure, and sources of possible limitation for the acquiring data 

system arising from the operational environment. 

 

• Level 2. Data acquisition 

This second step aims to design the data acquisition system by accounting 

for the variables that have to be acquired and the frequency of the 

measurements.  Therefore, it is necessary to select the excitation mode, 

type, number, and relative positioning of the sensing transducers as well 

as the acquisition and storage hardware to be used.  

 

• Level 3. Feature selection and extraction 

Feature extraction deals with the identification of the damage-sensitive 

parameters that allow distinguishing between undamaged and damaged 

structures. Among the several damage features, which might exist in 

frequency, modal, or time domain, the best ones are application-specific. 

However, the SHM process generates a large amount of data making the 

information condensation of primary concern, especially when many 

measurements over the structure working life have to be compared.  

 

• Level 4. Statistical model definition 

This fourth step aims to implement statistical algorithms (i.e., neural 

network) that operate on the extracted features to discriminate between 

undamaged and damaged structures and quantify the extent of the 

damage. Moreover, when coupled with analytical models, statistical 

methods may offer a better understanding of damage type and its severity 

as well as reduce false damage indication. 

 

Being dedicated to the identification of the impact-induced damage in 

composite structure and components, this thesis only deals with the first level of the 

Structural Health Monitoring capability, i.e., damage detection. Thus, the following 

paragraphs provide a general classification of SHM strategies and a review of those 

commonly applied to composite materials.  
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2.2 Structural	 Health	 Monitoring	 strategies:	
classification	

According to Doebling et al. [34], a robust damage identification scheme 

should preform several tasks: 

• detect early-stage damage. 

• identify the damage location within the used sensor resolution. 

• provide information on the damage severity. 

• evaluate the remaining useful life of the structure. 

In addition, the method should be well-suited for automation to be 

independent from the operator skills and judgement. Structural Health Monitoring 

embraced these requirements, regardless of the underlying physical principles and 

the application field. The innumerable SHM approaches proposed in the last few 

decades may be classified in several ways. 

• Passive and active methods 

Structural Health Monitoring methodology may fall into two categories: 

active and passive SHM [7], depending on whether actuators are used or 

not. Passive SHM mainly consists of measuring a set of operational 

parameters (i.e., critical loads, vibration level, stress, and acoustic 

emission) to infer the state of structural health. Therefore, passive SHM, 

which listens to the structures without interacting with them, does not 

directly investigate whether damage occurred or not. Conversely, active 

SHM attempts to address the state of structural health. To this purpose, 

the inspected structures are firstly excited through actuators in prescribed 

manners and, subsequently, interrogated by analyzing the received 

structural responses. 

 

• Local and global methods 

This second classification relies upon the dimensional ratios between the 

size of the inspected area and the length of the wave or the vibration 
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pattern with respect to the overall dimensions of the structure.  Based on 

this criterion, SHM methods may be divided into global SHM and local 

SHM [33] [35]. Global SHM is mainly concerned with monitoring the whole 

structure by exciting low-frequency vibrations, whose wavelength is 

approximately equal to the structure's overall dimension. Thus, global 

SHM sensitivity to early-stage damage is relatively low. Nevertheless, only 

limited knowledge about the critical location is sufficient to retrieve a 

rough estimation of the damage location through a coarse network of 

sensors that do not necessarily have to be located close to damage. 

Conversely, local SHM focuses on a small portion of the structure 

surrounding the sensors. In this context, excitation wavelengths smaller 

or in the same range of the defect size are generally needed to provide 

high sensitivity to early-stage damage. Moreover, local SHM requires a 

dense sensor network or sophisticated phased-array sensors that have to 

be placed close to the damaged area (i.e., the hot spot), whose location 

has to be known a priori knowledge. 

 

• Baseline and non-baseline methods 

As stated in [36], assessing the damage presence requires a comparison 

between two system states, one of which is assumed to represent the 

system response in pristine conditions. Hence, depending on whether a 

reference state is considered or not, SHM methods may be divided into 

baseline and non-baseline approaches. Conventional structural health 

monitoring methods rely upon schemes where baseline signals are 

measured, and any retrieved change from the reference is detected and 

related to the onset of structural damage. Thus, a baseline measurement 

allows distinguishing between damaged and undamaged states. 

Nonetheless, if defects occur long after the reference measurement, 

operational and environmental conditions may induce significant changes 

in the system responses, potentially masking signal changes due to the 

initiation of structure defects [37]. To tackle this limitation non-baseline 

SHM (i.e., reference-free) methods have been proposed [38] [39] [40]. In 

this case, the baseline is no longer a system response, but an adopted 
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normal behavior (e.g., linear elastic model) so that any deviation from the 

norm allows distinguishing between damaged ad undamaged responses. 

 

2.3 Structural	 Health	 Monitoring	 for	 damage	
detection	in	composite	materials	

As proof of the extensive and ever-raising interest in Structural Health 

Monitoring, approximately 19000 research papers have been published in the last 

decade. Structural Health Monitoring includes applications in several branches, such 

as the aeronautic and chemical industry, automotive, and civil engineering. Thus, 

many different approaches have been proposed to assess the state of a structure. In 

the following, a description of the methods commonly applied to inspect composite 

materials is presented. 

 

2.3.1 Acoustic	emission	

Acoustic Emission (AE) is a passive Structural Health Monitoring approach 

that relies upon transient elastic waves generated by a sudden release of localized 

strain energy produced by changes in the structural integrity of material [41]. More 

specifically, acoustic emissions are pressure impulses caused by the deformation 

energy released during dynamic processes. So, when load application induces the 

onset of internal damage or the propagation of a pre-existing crack, the associated 

deformation energy propagates as vibrations. Therefore, AE consists of listening to 

these vibrations (figure 2.2), which may provide information on the internal 

deformation process, allowing real-time monitoring and making the method 

promising for SHM applications [42].  

Even though the method was pioneered in 1950 by Kaiser, who first used 

electronic instrumentation to acquire the acoustic emission of metallic samples under 

tensile stress [43], the first applications for nondestructive testing, i.e., the inspection 

of a Polaris rocket motor, the analysis of the fracture behavior of single edge notched 

and unnotched metallic specimen [44], and pressure vessels [45], date back to the 
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1960s.  Later in the 1970s, research on the reliability of the acoustic emission as a 

viable NDT technique for fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) started [46].  

To date, applications of the acoustic emission technique to laminated 

composite materials include initiation and early-stage damage detection [47] [48], 

crack propagation under quasi-static [49] [50] [51], and dynamic loads [50] [51]. 

Moreover, the need to investigate and characterize the damage process of fiber-

reinforced polymers led to an extensive research effort [52]. These studies highlighted 

the existence of four main damage mechanisms, namely matrix cracking, 

delamination/interfacial debonding, fiber fracture, and fiber pull-out, which may be 

distinguished through their acoustic signature (i.e., acoustic emission) [53] [54] [55] 

[56]. Approaches used to discriminate these mechanisms include energy [48] [50] [57], 

amplitude and frequency distribution [49] [54], wavelet analysis [49] [58], and pattern 

recognition [55] [56].  

 

2.3.2 Electro	–	Mechanical	impedance	method	

The electro-mechanical impedance (EMI) method is an active sensing 

Structural Health Monitoring approach that exploits energy transferred between the 

transducer and the host structure to assess its integrity. Due to the converse 

 

Figure	2.2	–	Basic	principle	of	Acoustic	Emission	method.	
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piezoelectric effect, applying a harmonic voltage to a piezo-transducer results in a 

mechanical strain, subsequently transmitted to the bonded component. Therefore, 

the coupling between the sensor and the host structure allows to relate the electro-

mechanical impedance, i.e., the ratio between the applied voltage and the current 

measured at the transducer terminals, to the mechanical impedance of the structure 

(figure 2.3). Since the mechanical impedance depends on material properties, 

boundary conditions, and structural configuration, the EMI signatures extracted 

from PZT sensors or wafers are affected by the presence of structural damage. 

The energy transfer underlying the EMI techniques was first described by 

Liang et al., who presented a coupled electro-mechanical approach to investigate the 

energy transfer and the consumption of an active system represented as a one-degree-

of-freedom PZT actuator [59]. Zhou et al. further developed this model to include a 

two-dimensional PZT patch actuator-driven system behavior [60]. Nonetheless, the 

model did not consider the influence of dynamic parameters, such as damping and 

inertia. Later in 2002, Giurgiutiu and Zagrai [61] developed an EMI expression that 

 

Figure	2.3	-	Basic	principle	of	Electro	–	Mechanical	Impedance	method.	
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takes into account the effect of both sensor and structural dynamics, even though 

the analysis was carried out only for one-dimensional structures.  

In the field of Structural Health monitoring, the electro-mechanical impedance 

method was pioneered by Sun et al. [62], while the first application to composite 

materials dates back to 1995 when Chaudhry et al. investigate the local-area health 

monitoring of the aircraft junction between tail and fuselage [63]. In the past few 

decades, the EMI technique has been widely used to assess the presence of damage 

in both composite laminates and sandwich components [61] [64] [65] [66]. A 

comprehensive review of the electro-mechanical impedance technique may be found 

in [67] [68]. 

 

2.3.3 Vibration	–	based	methods	

Vibration-based methods are a global Structural Health Monitoring approach 

that exploit the structure vibration pattern to provide information on structural 

integrity. [69] [70] [71] [72] offer a comprehensive literature review on these methods, 

which received great interest due to the chance of on-line inspecting the whole 

structure through several types of sensors and data acquisition systems.   

The underlying principle of vibration-based methods is that the presence of 

damage affects the structural properties, such as stiffness, mass, and damping, 

leading to changes in the dynamic parameters of the structure (i.e., natural 

frequencies, mode shapes, and modal damping) [32]. According to the type of the 

employed model, vibration-based techniques may fall into two classes: model-based 

and data-based (i.e., response) methods [72] [73]. While approaches belonging to the 

former class require a detailed model of the considered structure that should offer a 

complete description of the system dynamics, response-based methods rely upon a 

model describing only the part of the dynamics that can be assessed through 

experimentally obtained signals.  

Nonetheless, a classification based on the features extracted from the vibration 

signal to assess the presence of damage is also possible. In this context, vibration-

based methods may be divided into:  
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• Natural frequencies – based methods 

Natural frequencies are an attractive feature for damage detection and 

identification. In fact, the measurement of the resonance frequencies 

require access at few points of the system surface and is highly accurate 

repeatable, and not affected by experimental noise. The firsts attempt to 

use vibration-based methods to identify both the location and the size of 

the damage date back to 1978 when Adams et al. [74] exploited the natural 

frequencies of a one-dimensional component to detect the presence of 

damage. One year later, Cawley and Adams [75] presented an approach 

for damage localization based on the ratio between the measured 

frequency shifts of a couple of modes and those obtained from the finite 

element models of aluminum and carbon fiber-reinforced composite 

(CFRP) plate. Tracy and Pardoen [76] analyzed the influence of a 

midplane delamination length on the frequency shift of the first modes of 

a graphite-epoxy laminated beam. Subsequently, modal-sensitivity 

equations were used to detect and locate damage associated with 

transverse cracking in composite beams [77]. [78] [79] report and discuss 

other applications of vibration-based methods in composite beams and 

plates. However, these approaches are not exempt from limitations. Only 

severe levels of damage induce significant frequency shifts, making these 

techniques less sensitive than other SHM methods. Furthermore, defects 

of similar severity located in symmetric locations within a structure may 

produce similar effects on the system resonance frequency. In the same 

way, the presence of damage at different locations may equally influence 

the modal parameters of the structure. Therefore, the damage detection 

and location issue do not have a unique solution, especially when multiple 

cracks occur. 

 

• Mode shape – based methods 

According to Doebling et al. [34], mode shape-based methods have been 

used to assess the presence of damage and its location since 1984 [80], 

when West et al. first applied the Modal Assurance Criteria (MAC) to 
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determine the level of correlation between modes of a space shuttle orbiter 

body flap, measured before and after the application of acoustic loading. 

Mode shape-based methods exploit the change in the structural vibration 

patterns (e.g., mode shapes) induced by damage to retrieve information 

on the structural integrity. Since the onset and the growth of damage 

affect how a structure vibrates, changes in mode shapes may be related to 

the damage severity or location. Hence, these approaches require baseline 

data, i.e., structural monitoring relies upon the analysis of different 

datasets: the mode shapes of the intact structure (i.e., baseline data) and 

those measured after the damage occurred. Unlike global approaches (e.g., 

natural frequencies-based methods), mode shapes-based techniques allow 

to gather information on the integrity of specific points or small portions 

of the structure, which results in higher sensitivity to local damage. Even 

though this high sensitivity may lead to detect and identify multiple 

defects, the analysis of the mode shape changes without any further signal 

processing or pattern recognition technique makes impossible a precise 

localization of defects and flaws. Moreover, the measurement of the mode 

shapes, which requires several sensors or a network of sensors, is more 

sensitive to noise effects than natural frequencies. 

 

• Mode shape curvature – based methods 

In order to enhance both the sensitivity and the efficiency of the mode 

shape-based methods, the mode shape curvature has been investigated as 

a feature for damage detection since the early nineties. In 1991, Pandey 

et al. [81] applied a central difference approximation to calculate the mode 

shape curvature, i.e., the second derivative of mode shapes, suggesting 

that the difference of curvature mode shapes of the intact and the 

damaged structure may be a highly sensitive indicator for damage 

detection and localization. A few years later, Salawu and Williams [82] 

considered two procedures for locating damage and made a comparative 

study. To this purpose, the performance of the mode shape curvature-

based approach proposed in [73] was evaluated and compared to that of 

the mode shape changes-based method presented in [83], in which the 
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damage position is identified through a graphical comparison of 

displacement mode shapes. The study proved the ability of the mode 

shape curvature-based approach to locate damage, but it also pointed out 

the necessity to select the proper mode shape. Later on, Wahab and De 

Roeck, who investigated the use of the central difference approximation, 

suggested that the modal curvature of the lower modes provides more 

reliable information on damage than that of the higher ones [84]. In the 

same years, Ho and Ewins investigated the ability of five methods (i.e., 

flexibility index, mode shape curvature, mode shape curvature square, 

mode shape slope, and mode shape amplitude comparison) to locate the 

damage, revealing that higher derivatives are more promising for damage 

identification [85]. However, false damage indications may arise at 

boundaries, nodal points, or where the quality of the measurements is 

relatively poor. Hanagud et al. [86] derived a mathematical relationship 

that relates the natural frequency changes and the modes of an 

undamaged and a damaged beam, allowing the identification of the 

location and the extent of the damage by using only the first modes of the 

damaged structure. 

From the early 2000s, the mode shapes curvature-based methods have 

been applied for damage detection of composite structures. Hamey et al. 

[87] evaluated several damage detection algorithms in carbon/epoxy 

composite beams with different damage configurations using directly 

measured curvature mode shape (strain mode shape), showing that modal 

curvature measured through piezoelectric sensors may be a viable tool for 

damage detection. Lestari and Qiao [88] used the curvature mode shapes 

to detect and locate debonding and core crushing in composite honeycomb 

sandwich beams, while Qiao et al. [89] and Lestari et al. [90] employed 

this approach to detect and characterize the presence of delamination in 

composite laminate beams, managing to identify the existence, location, 

and size of delamination. More recently, He et al. [91] carried out modal 

analysis on undamaged and damaged composite beams with single and 

multiple damages of different severity. The evaluation of the curvature 

mode shapes differences, which were found to increase with the number 
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(figure 2.4) and the extent of delamination, allowed to identify damage 

and its severity (figure 2.5). Besides the above-mentioned methods, 

complex signal processing approaches, such as a two-dimensional (2D) 

wavelet transform, have also been applied to detect damage in composite 

structures [92] [93] [94] [95]. 

 

Figure	 2.4	 -	The	 Curvature	Mode	Difference	 on	 composite	 beam	with	 single	 and	
multiple	 damages:	 comparison	 between	 experimental	 (ER)	 and	 simulation	 (SR)	
results	[91].	

 

Figure	2.5	-	The	Curvature	Mode	Difference	on	composite	beam	with	different	level	
of	damage	severity:	Case	1,	Case	4,	and	Case	5	refer	to	samples	with	one,	two	and	
three	 delaminations,	 respectively.	 A	 comparison	 between	 experimental	 (ER)	 and	
simulation	(SR)	results	[91].	

Single damage Multiple damages
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2.3.4 Elastic	waves	–	based	methods	

Elastic wave propagation originates from the forces associated with the volume 

(i.e., tension and compression) and the shape (shear) deformation of a medium, whose 

behavior varies according to Hooke's law. The presence of material discontinuities 

(e.g., inclusions, flaws, crack, and delaminations) might perturbate the wave 

propagation pattern, leading to wave scattering, reflection, absorption, and 

diffraction. Non-destructive testing and evaluation methods have widely exploited 

these phenomena. However, since Structural Health Monitoring aims to inspect large 

surfaces, great attention has been devoted to waves propagating through the 

structure thickness, such as Rayleigh and Lamb waves.  

First described by Lord Rayleigh in 1885 [96], Rayleigh waves propagate on 

the surface of solids components, combining a longitudinal and transverse motion to 

create an elliptic orbit motion. The amplitude of Rayleigh waves decays with the 

depth below the surface, becoming ignorable at a depth of few wavelengths. Hence, 

the disturbance induced by these waves is limited to a thin surface layer of the solid, 

whose thickness depends on the wave frequency. Nevertheless, when the thickness of 

this layer is smaller than one wavelength of the Rayleigh wave, Lamb waves occur. 

Named after Horace Lamb, who first described them in 1917 in homogeneous 

isotropic materials [97], Lamb waves are elastic waves existing in plate-like thin 

components with free edges that can propagate across large areas parallel to the 

direction of propagation and perpendicular to the plane of the plate at once. The 

resulting complex motion can be symmetrical or anti-symmetrical with respect to the 

plate's neutral axis (figure 2.6). Although Lamb succeeded in proving the existence 

of such waves, it was only in the early 1950s that Firestone and Ling managed to 

generate Lamb waves in plates. Nowadays, several approaches have been proposed 

to address the issue of Lamb waves excitation and sensing. Piezoelectric transducers 

imposing perturbations to the structure surface are among the most common 

solutions. However, the use of glued/bonded sensors, such as PZT transducer or PZT 

arrays, makes both the location and the arrangement of sensors crucial due to their 

ability to affect the sensitivity of the damage detection process. Moreover, when 

linear arrays are used to interrogate the region of interest, mirrored images might be 

produced, leading to ambiguities in damage localization [98]. Thus, aiming at further 
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investigating these effects, various configurations, i.e., square [99], circular [100] [101], 

and star [102] shaped arrays, have been considered. Furthermore, good acoustic 

coupling between the inspected structure and sensors is of the uttermost importance 

to ensure the mechanical energy transfer from the transducer to the test component 

and vice versa. Since the acoustic impedance difference between the air and 

engineering materials, reflections and poor signal transmission occur at the solid/air 

interfaces. Even if immersing the specimen in a water bath may assure an almost 

perfect coupling, it turns out to be unfeasible for large structures or field inspection.  

Hence, non-contact techniques for the excitation of Lamb waves have been 

developed. Among them, the Scanning Laser Doppler Vibrometry (SLDV) has been 

widely applied for wave-field analysis and visualization [98] and damage detection, 

i.e., debonding and delamination in composite materials [104] [105] and fatigue crack 

detection [106] [107]. In recent years, the ever-raising interest in intelligent and self-

sensing structures, which necessitate small transducers permanently integrated into 

the component itself, drives the attention to Interdigital transducers (ITDs) that 

convert electric signals to surface acoustic/ultrasonic waves and back through the 

piezoelectric effect. IDTs, consisting of two interlocking comb-shaped arrays of 

metallic electrodes wired alternately to two electrodes and deposited on a 

piezoelectric substrate, meet the size requirement and result in good quality coupling 

at once. 

The ability of Lamb waves to travel over a long distance with low energy 

dispersion, even in materials with a high attenuation ratio, such as carbon fiber-

reinforced composites (CFRP), allows the quick inspection of broad structures and 

 

	

Figure	2.6	–	Symmetric	and	anti-symmetric	Lamb	wave	modes.	Adapted	from	[103].	
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components, as well as their elevated susceptibility to interference on the propagation 

path, e.g., damage or boundaries, makes them a promising and high-sensitive feature 

for damage detection. 

The first theoretical studies on Lamb waves date back to the early 1950s when 

Mindlin and Onoe managed to calculate the real and the complex branches of Lamb 

modes in a traction-free plate [108] [109]. A few years later, Viktorov’s monography 

(1967, [110]) focused on the physical acoustics of Rayleigh and Lamb waves isotropic 

elastic media, besides suggesting possible applications of both waves to materials 

testing. However, it was probably Worlton who pioneered the use of Lamb waves as 

a means of damage detection [111]. Later on, Alleyne and Cawley investigated the 

interaction of Lamb waves with different kinds of defects [112] and discussed the 

selection of appropriate Lamb modes to ease the interpretation of acquired data [113], 

In the same years, Lamb waves were applied to detect damage in composite materials 

and structures. Thus, Saravanos et al. [114] used Lamb Waves and embedded 

piezoelectric sensors to detect the presence of delamination in composite beams, Seale 

et al. [115] exploited Lamb waves capability to detect fatigue and thermal damage 

on laminated composite coupons, while Toyama et al. [116] investigated the 

sensitivity of Lamb waves to transverse cracking in glass and carbon fiber-reinforced 

laminates. Kessler et al. [117] explored the optimization of Lamb waves-based 

approaches for damage detection in composite materials, addressing the issue of 

determining the appropriate driving parameter (i.e., actuating frequency, pulse 

shape, and sensor geometry) for testing. The authors concluded that due to their 

high sensitivity to local effects generated by structural discontinuities, these Lamb 

waves-based methods might provide more information about damage detection and 

location than previously proposed methods, such as those based on FRFs. However, 

the need for an external active driving element and the complex propagation pattern, 

which makes data interpretation complicated, were identified as the main 

disadvantages of Lamb waves approaches.  In the early 2000s, Su et al. [118] studied 

the interaction between the fundamental Lamb wave modes and delamination in 

carbon-fiber-reinforced laminates instrumented through piezoelectric wafers for both 

sensing and actuating. In the meanwhile, Sohn et al. [119] developed a wavelet-based 

signal processing combined with an active sensing system to produce a near real-time 

online monitoring system for composite structures. [71] [103] [120] present a 
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comprehensive review on the Lamb wave application for damage detection in 

composite materials and structures, while more recently published works on Lamb 

waves application for structural health monitoring include [121] [122] [123] [124] [125] 

[126]. 
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3 	

Chapter	3	

Nonlinear	acoustics		
 

3.1 Nonlinear	acoustics:	introduction	

Conventional non-destructive testing and evaluation (NDT/E) techniques 

focus on the linear interaction of ultrasonic waves with inherent discontinuities, such 

as flaws, cracks, voids, and defects, to provide information on the presence of damage 

through measurements of transmission, reflection, sound velocity, and absorption of 

acoustic energy. The presence of discontinuities within the material micro-structure 

perturbate the way an impinging wave propagates through the medium, inducing 

several effects (i.e., variation in the phase and the amplitude of the structure 

response), whose magnitudes depend on the vibration amplitude. 

Under the hypothesis of small vibration amplitude, an elastic continuum 

subjected to a pure-tone harmonic excitation follows a simple harmonic motion at 

the sole frequency excitation. According to Hooke’s Law, the perturbation of a 

preexisting equilibrium state results in the onset of restoring forces, whose amplitude 

is proportional to the displacement entity [127]. Linear acoustics exploits the 

vibrations associated with the propagation of transmitted and reflected waves 

through the medium, enabling to relate the changes that occurred in wave scattering 

pattern and wave attenuation to the crack geometry. Nonetheless, the application of 

linear approaches allows to detect only severe damage, i.e., large delaminations, gross 

defects or open cracks, which represent an effective barrier to wave transmission. 

Hence, the sensitivity of these methods is limited to those discontinuities whose 

characteristic length is of the same order (or higher) of the wavelength and, thus, 

that can significantly change the acoustic impedance and the linear elastic properties 
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of the medium. However, early-stage defects (e.g., evenly distributed micro-cracks) 

may not perceptibly affect the response of the inspected system and consequently 

may not be detected. In addition, the anisotropy of composite materials, due to their 

laminar or multi-material nature, may lead to more complex wave pattern 

propagation, in which variations associated with a low level of damage are difficult 

to recognize and detect. In light of these challenges, nonlinear acoustic methods have 

been proposed and further investigated. Linear acoustics relies upon the validity of 

Hooke's Law, but as the amplitude vibration increases, its underlying assumption 

(i.e., small displacement or vibration amplitudes) is no longer valid, and the restoring 

forces cannot keep up with the displacement. Thus, nonlinear vibration occurs.  

A wave propagating through a material may encounter micro-structure 

regions containing anharmonicity, i.e., imperfections of atomic lattices and/or 

nonsymmetric thermoelastic behavior of interfaces, which may cause the onset of 

nonlinear vibrations. However, all materials have some extent of inherent 

nonlinearity. Although inherent nonlinearities are generally small, distortion of the 

propagating wave may arise. Therefore, nonlinear ultrasonic methods infer 

information on the presence of damage and its severity by measuring the amount of 

nonlinearity in the material response and establish whether the observed increments 

exceed the level of inherent material nonlinearity. To this purpose, nonlinear 

ultrasonic techniques should make it possible to distinguish the damage-related 

nonlinearity from the inherent one. Even though the implementation of viable and 

reliable engineering tools requires a good understanding of the physics behind 

nonlinear phenomena, the mechanisms involved are still not fully understood. The 

reasons are mainly two: (1) different mechanisms may produce similar nonlinear 

effects, and vice versa, and (2) nonlinear mechanisms are intrinsically interconnected, 

making it almost impossible to discern them all. Moreover, nonlinearities may also 

arise from non-damage related factors, such as overloads, boundary conditions, 

connections between transducers and monitored surfaces, and instrumentation. 

Nonetheless, nonlinear acoustics remains a promising option for damage detection 

and characterization. 
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3.2 Nonlinear	Acoustic	in	solids	

In 2013, Klepka [33] provided a comprehensive review of the theoretical 

background of nonlinear acoustics, focusing on nonlinear mechanisms related to 

cracks in solids and that can be exploited for damage detection and characterization.  

In the following, nonlinear acoustic phenomena induced in solids, i.e., contact 

acoustic nonlinearity, higher harmonic generation, resonance frequency shift, and 

frequency mixing, are discussed. 

 

3.2.1 Contact	Acoustic	Nonlinearity	

The presence of gaps (e.g., closed cracks) into the material micro-structure 

perturbs the propagation of an imping acoustic wave. Moreover, the interaction 

between the gap surfaces, which manifests itself as repeated collisions between the 

gap surfaces due to propagating acoustic waves, leads to the emergence of the contact 

acoustic nonlinearity (CAN), namely a nonlinear phenomenon that has recently 

gained increasing attention for the detection and characterization of closed defects 

or imperfect bond interfaces. The mechanisms involved in contact acoustic 

nonlinearity are mainly two: clapping and friction.  

Clapping (also termed kissing) manifests as a mechanical diode effect and 

results from the asymmetry of the material constitutive equation, i.e., the material 

exhibits a stiffer response to compression than to tensile stress [33]. In fact, if 

compression stress helps to bring and keep two free surfaces into contact, tensile 

stress may induce a weakening, and even the rupture, of the contact between 

interfaces and closed defects surfaces. Therefore, when an incident wave reaches the 

border of an imperfect contact interface, only its compressional part can travel across 

it, while the tensile component cannot penetrate it (figure 3.1). Thus, the propagation 

of an acoustic wave through a rough interface leads to a cyclic local opening - closure 

motion. As reported in [128] [129] , the clapping mechanism can be expressed as: 

𝜎 = 𝐸" 	&1 − 𝐻(𝜀)	
∆𝐸
𝐸 . 	𝜀																																												(3.1) 
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∆𝐸 = 𝐸" − 1
𝑑𝜎
𝑑𝜀3 		𝑖𝑓	𝜀 > 0																																											(3.2) 

where 𝐻(𝜀) indicates the Heaviside function, 𝐸 represents the linear elastic modulus, 

𝜀 the strain and 𝜎	the stress.	The wave deformation associated with this bimodular 

contact formulation results in the onset of both even and odd higher harmonics of 

the fundamental frequency.  

The second nonlinear mechanism involved in Contact Acoustic Nonlinearity 

is friction. Thus, the interaction between the damage interfaces and a propagating 

shear wave relies upon friction forces. Therefore, the intensity of the wave 

deformation depends on the wave amplitude, meaning that the amplitude of the 

relative displacement between the interacting surfaces is governed by friction forces. 

So, when shear wave amplitude is low, the damage interfaces are displaced in micro-

 

Figure	3.1	–	Contact	Acoustic	Nonlinearity:	 interaction	between	an	acoustic	wave	
and	an	imperfect	contact	interface.	
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slip mode between the neighboring roughness areas [33], inducing a double variation 

in the stress-strain relationship (figure 3.2). However, if the amplitude of the acoustic 

wave exceeds a characteristic threshold level, the intensity of static friction forces is 

not sufficient to preserve the contact between the interfaces. Thus, the crack surfaces 

start sliding in stick and slip mode, characterized by a cyclic alternation of static and 

kinematic friction, leading to a hysteretic stress-strain characteristic [129]. 

 

3.2.2 Higher	Harmonics		

A mono-harmonic acoustic wave that propagates in an elastic continuum does 

not undergo changes in the driving frequency, even though its amplitude is reduced 

owing to absorption and dissipation. In 1896, Lord Rayleigh was the first to point 

out that nonlinear terms in the wave equation induce the generation of new frequency 

components (i.e., new waves) corresponding to multiples of the excitation frequency. 

Therefore, this phenomenon, generally referred to as Higher Harmonic generation, 

relies upon the distortion an impinging wave undergoes due to the nonlinear elastic 

response of the medium (figure 3.3). The mechanisms underlying the emergence of 

higher harmonics are mainly two: (1) nonlinear elasticity and (2) contact acoustics 

nonlinearity.  

In order to illustrate the generation of higher harmonics, a one-dimensional 

nonlinear system consisting of a circular rod subjected to pure-tone harmonic 

 

Figure	3.2	–	Stress–strain	characteristics	for	micro-slip	mode	and	stick	and	slip	mode	
[33].	
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excitation needs to be considered. The propagation of an acoustic longitudinal wave 

follows by the equation: 

	𝜌
𝜕#𝑢
𝜕#𝑡 	= 		

𝜕𝜎
𝜕𝑥 																																																										(3.3) 

where 𝜌 represents the medium density, 𝑢 the displacement field, and 𝜎 the stress. 

The analytical description of higher harmonics generation for the nonlinear response 

of the material makes it necessary to assume the material behavior governed by a 

nonlinear stress-strain relationship (figure 3.4), which might be expressed through a 

polynomial expansion as, 

𝜎 = 	𝐸"	𝜀	(1 + 	𝛽𝜀# + 𝛿𝜀$ +⋯)																																				(3.4) 

where 𝐸" is the linear elastic modulus, 𝛽 and 𝛿 are higher-order elastic coefficients. 

Therefore, by combining equations 3.3 and 3.4, the equation that describes the wave 

motion can be written as:  

 

Figure	 3.3	 –	 Distortion	 induced	 by	 material	 nonlinearity	 and	 higher	 harmonics	
generation.	
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𝜌	
𝜕#𝑢
𝜕#𝑡 = 𝐸" 	

𝜕#𝑢
𝜕#𝑥 + 2	𝐸"	𝛽	

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥 	

𝜕#𝑢
𝜕#𝑥 + 3	𝐸" 	1

𝜕𝑢
𝜕𝑥3

# 𝜕#𝑢
𝜕#𝑥 																			(3.5) 

The solution of the wave motion equation, i.e., the displacement field, is 

generally found by applying a perturbation theory, where the zero-order solutions 

are assumed to be of the form of a single frequency wave: 

𝑢 = 𝐴% cos(𝑘𝑥 − 	𝜔𝑡)																																																			(3.6) 

Thus, when only the first term of the Hooke’s Law is considered, the 

displacement field results: 

𝑢 = 	𝐴% cos(𝑘𝑥 − 	𝜔𝑡) −	𝐴# 	sin(2𝑘𝑥 − 	2𝜔𝑡)																			(3.7) 

where 𝐴#, which indicates the amplitude of the first-order perturbation solution, may 

be expressed as 

𝐴# =	
1
8 	𝛽	𝐴%

#	𝑘#	𝑥																																																			(3.8) 

being 𝑘 the wavenumber and 𝑥 the propagation distance travelled by the excitation 

signal. Since both the wavenumber and the propagation distance do not change 

during a set of experimental tests, both the analysis and the comparison of the 

 

Figure	 3.4	 -	 Stress-strain	 relations	 and	 frequency	 spectra	 for	 1st	 order	 classical	
nonlinearity.	Adapted	from	[33].	
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nonlinear parameter between different damage levels reduce to depend only on the 

relative amplitudes of the fundamental frequency and its second harmonic. Therefore, 

the first-order perturbation solution (namely the second term in equation 3.7) 

predicts the generation of the second higher harmonic, i.e., a spectral component at 

twice the frequency of the original longitudinal wave. Although the sole first 

nonlinear term closely approximates the response of several materials, extending the 

perturbation analysis to include higher-order nonlinear parameters allows describing 

more complex nonlinear responses, and hence, the emergence of higher-order 

harmonics. Moreover, since the amplitude of vibrations associated with these 

additional spectral components depends on the nonlinear parameters (i.e., 𝛽 and 𝛿), 

monitoring the increase in the harmonic amplitude might provide information on the 

degradation of the material properties.  

Among the material degradation mechanisms investigated through higher 

harmonics, fatigue damage is probably one of the most common. To date, great 

research effort has been devoted to assessing fatigue damage detection in different 

materials. Cantrell and Yost [130] carried out some ultrasonic measurements on 

aluminum AA2024-T4 dog-bone samples showing that the material nonlinearity 

monotonically increases as the number of fatigue cycles raises (figure 3.5). Similarly, 

substantial increases in the nonlinear parameter 𝛽 were also observed in fatigued 

 

Figure	 3.5	 –	Nonlinearity	 parameter	 as	 function	 of	 number	 of	 fatigue	 cycles	 for	
aluminum	alloy	2024-T4	[130].	
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titanium Ti-6Al-4V alloys [131], stainless steel 410Cb specimens [132], and quenched 

steels with different carbon contents [133]. Moreover, in the late 1990s, Nagy utilized 

both linear (e.g., static modulus, sound velocity, and attenuation) and nonlinear 

parameters to detect the onset of fatigue damage in plastic materials (i.e., PVC, 

ABS, nylon, and polycarbonate) [134]. The obtained results showed that: (1) shortly 

before failure, the nonlinear content in the material response rapidly increases, 

assuming values one order of magnitude higher than the intrinsic nonlinearity of the 

pristine material, (2) nonlinear parameters might provide robust and earlier 

indications on the onset of fatigue damage earlier over their linear counterparts 

(figure 3.6). Nevertheless,  few  studies  report  attempts  to  apply higher harmonic 

 

 

Figure	3.6	–	Variation	of	both	linear	and	nonlinear	parameters	with	fatigue	cycles	for	
polycarbonate	and	PVC	samples	[134].	
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generation for damage detection in fiber-reinforced composite materials. In 2004, 

Solodov et al. [135] characterized the nonlinear behavior of polypropylene (PP) and 

glass fiber-reinforced polypropylene (GFRPP) specimens during tensile testing 

through measurements of wave velocity. By focusing on the way the nonlinear 

parameter varies with strain (figure 3.7), the authors identified the presence of three 

different regimes: 

• Regime I, in which strain is low, and the nonlinear term remains mostly 

constant. 

• Regime II, where the nonlinear parameter slightly decreases due to the 

occurrence of plastic deformation. 

• Regime III, in which the nonlinear parameter dramatically increases 

before the material failure.  

Therefore, within strain regimes I and II, the nonlinear parameter assumes 

positive and almost constant values indicating a slow material weakening. As a result, 

the occurring micro-cracks, which develop between longitudinal fibers, are bridged 

by fiber tension and gradual pull-out. Further increase in the strain level leads to a 

sharp rise in the nonlinear parameter preceding the occurrence of fiber fracture and 

the following unstable growth of cracks, which results in material failure. 

 

Figure	3.7	–	Stress	–	strain	curve	(hashed	line)	and	nonlinear	parameter		𝛽	–	strain	
curve	 (black	 line	 with	 grey	 shaded	 area)	 for	 longitudinal	 load	 in	 30%	 GFRPP	
specimen	[135].	
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More recently, Li et al. [123] exploited the second higher harmonic to evaluate 

the effect of thermal fatigue on carbon/epoxy composite laminates, showing that the 

nonlinear ultrasonic parameter might allow a significant improvement of the 

sensitivity to early-stage detection of thermal fatigue damage over linear parameters, 

such as group velocity or attenuation (figure 3.8). Similar conclusions were reported 

by Rauter and Lammering [136], who applied the cumulative second harmonic modes 

to investigate impact damages in carbon/epoxy composite laminates. 

 

3.2.3 Resonance	frequency	shift	

Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) is a linear ultrasonic or acoustical 

approach relying on the principle that solids components and structures have specific 

natural frequencies depending on their elastic constants, size, and shape.  

In the late 1990s, Guyer and Johnson [137] proposed an extension of the RUS, 

termed Nonlinear Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy (NRUS), that looks at the 

nonlinear response of a continuum to investigate the relationship between resonance 

frequencies and strain magnitude based on the amplitude of the vibration. Therefore, 

 

Figure	 3.8	 –	 Comparison	 of	 the	 sensitivity	 of	 acoustic	 nonlinearity	 and	 linear	
parameters	(i.e.,	group	velocity,	attenuation	coefficient)	to	thermal	fatigue	damage	in	
carbon/epoxy	composites	[123].	
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NRUS provides insight into the degradation of the microstructural properties of a 

medium by exploiting the changes in the resonance frequencies and the attenuation 

of the vibration amplitude due to excitation level variations. Increasing the excitation 

level was found to result in a downward resonance peak shift (figure 3.9) and a 

decrease of quality factor (i.e., the inverse of attenuation) [10].  

In 1989, Zarembo et al. [138] showed that third-order elastic parameter (𝛿, 
equation 3.4), which may provide information on the ultimate stress in brittle 

materials (e.g., concrete) and the yield stress for ductile materials in both 

compression and tension, is strictly related to the resonance frequency shift through 

the equation: 

𝑓& −	𝑓"
𝑓"

		≈ 	
𝛿
2	𝜀

#																																																					(3.9) 

where 𝜀 indicates the strain amplitude, 𝑓& is the frequency peak value retrieved at 

the i-th excitation amplitude level, and 𝑓" represents the resonance frequency 

 

1 Adapted from K.-Y. Jhang Nonlinear ultrasonic techniques for nondestructive assessment of micro 
damage in material: A review, International Journal of Precision Engineering and Manufacturing 10(1) 

 

Figure	 3.9	 –	Nonlinear	 Resonant	 Ultrasound	 Spectrometry:	 resonance	 frequency	
shift	for	undamaged	and	damaged	sample1.	
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measured in the linear strain range, i.e., the resonance frequency retrieved at the 

lowest excitation level. Nevertheless, several studies focused on polycrystalline solids 

and rocks showed that resonance frequency and attenuation amplitude arise along 

with other nonlinear effects (e.g., the emergence of higher harmonics) [10]. Since this 

evidence does not comply with the classical nonlinear theory, which relies on a 

polynomial expansion of the elastic modulus as a function of strain (equation 3.4), 

but with a hysteretic behavior (figure 3.10), a different constitutive equation has to 

be defined. Thus, Hooke's Law can be written as: 

𝜎 = 𝜀	{𝐸"	[1 + 𝛽𝜀 + 𝛿𝜀# + 𝛼(∆𝜀 + 𝜀(𝑡)	𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛(𝜀̇)+	. . . )]}												(3.10) 

where 𝐸" is the linear elastic modulus, 𝛽 and 𝛿 are the second and the third order 

elastic coefficients, 𝛼 accounts for the material stress history through the sign of the 

strain rate (𝜀̇). Under the assumption that hysteresis dominates the structure 

response, the frequency shift depends on both the average strain amplitude (∆𝜀) and 

the hysteresis parameter (𝛼), according to the expression [139]: 

𝛼	∆𝜀 = 	
∆𝑓
𝑓"
																																																											(3.11) 

To date, NRUS has been applied to detect the presence of early-stage damage 

in heterogeneous materials and to characterize the nonlinear behavior of different 

materials, such as geo-materials [137], metals [140], composites materials [139] [140]. 

In this context, the studies performed on fiber-reinforced composites focus on the 

degradation due to exposure to chemical treatments on pultruded E-glass [141], 

 

Figure	3.10	-	Stress-strain	relations	and	frequency	spectra	for	hysteretic	nonlinear	
behavior.	Adapted	from	[33].	
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imaging microcracks caused by thermal degradation [142], and the characterization 

impact fatigue damage [143].  

 

3.2.4 Frequency	mixing	

Analogous to higher harmonic generation, frequency mixing-based techniques 

exploit the emergence of additional spectral components to quantify the material 

nonlinearity and provide information on the degradation of the material properties 

or the presence of the damage and its extent. In particular, frequency mixing relies 

upon the simultaneous application of two waves with distinct frequencies and 

amplitudes that propagate within the medium and interact with each other. If the 

material behaves linearly, the spectrum of the system response exhibits only the two 

frequency components associated with the excitation signals. Conversely, the 

presence of cracks, damage, or discontinuities in the material perturbates the wave 

propagation, leading to the onset of multiple new frequency components.  

Among the frequency mixing-based approaches, the so-called pump-probe 

techniques have been widely investigated for structural damage detection [144] [145] 

[10]. These methods reside in exciting the inspected component through a high-

frequency, low-amplitude wave (i.e., probe wave) and a low-frequency, high-

amplitude vibration wave (namely, pump wave) at once. Therefore, the dynamic 

fields associated with the two input signals intermingle and wave modulation arises. 

Belonging to this category, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation (VAM), also 

referred to as Nonlinear Wave Modulation Spectrometry (NWMS) [146], Nonlinear 

Ultrasonic Wave Modulation [147] or Nonlinear Acoustic Modulation (NAM), 

consists in concurrently using a pump wave corresponding to a given resonance mode 

of the considered structure to induce stresses within the sample, and a probe wave 

that senses the variation of modulus produced by the pump vibration. Under the 

hypothesis of perfect linear material behavior, the stresses induced by the pump wave 

excitation do not affect the propagation of the probe wave. Instead, the presence of 

cracks, defects, or discontinuities triggers the probe wave amplitude- or frequency-

modulation by the pump wave excitation (figure 3.11). In this context, the wave 

propagation through a medium that behaves according to the modified Hooke's Law 
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(equation 3.4) can be described through equation 3.5. The solution of this second-

order differential equation makes it necessary to apply the perturbation theory with 

a displacement field defined as the linear combination of two sine waves, i.e., 

𝑢	(𝑡) = 	𝐴% 	sin(2𝜋𝑓%𝑡) +	𝐴# 	𝑠𝑖𝑛(2𝜋𝑓#𝑡)																										(3.12) 

where 𝐴% and 𝐴# are the amplitudes of the two excitation signals, and 𝑓% and 𝑓# 

indicate their frequency. In this context, the time-domain solution of equation 3.5 

consists of a wave of frequency 𝑓# modulated by the lower frequency excitation signal, 

whereas its spectrum highlights the presence of several terms (figure 3.11):  

• The original inputs terms at frequencies 𝑓% and 𝑓#. 

• Higher harmonics, whose emergence is a frequency mixing limiting case 

assuming the introduction of a pure-tone harmonic signal [33]. 

 

	Figure	3.11	–	Frequency	mixing:	solution	of	the	wave	propagation	equation	for	first-
order	nonlinear	material	in	both	time-	and	frequency-domain.			
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• Multiple mixed frequency components, generally referred to as sidebands, 

occurring at specific frequencies values corresponding to both the sum and the 

difference of the frequencies of the original excitation terms (namely, the probe 

and pump frequencies).  

Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation methods address the problem of both 

detection and localization of damage (i.e., cracks, defect, and flaws) in structure and 

components [148] [149]. In fact, since the early works, their application allowed to 

efficiently detect small cracks in both metal [150] and non-metallic structures (i.e., 

plexiglass and sandstone) [146], fatigue damage in steel pipes welds [149], graphite 

electrodes [151], and aluminum plates [152]. More recently, pump-probe techniques 

have been further investigated to identify the presence of matrix cracking [153] and 

low-velocity impact damage in fiber-reinforced composite laminates [139] [154] [155] 

and composite sandwich panels [156] [157]. 

Apart from the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation technique, described in 

more detail in Chapter 5, different modulation effects might occur and be exploited 

for damage detection. Among them, cross-modulation relies on the application of a 

pump wave that is itself amplitude-modulated (figure 3.12). The cross-modulation is 

a nonlinear acoustic technique based on the Luxembourg-Gorky (L-G) effect, which 

arises from a transfer modulation mechanism. In 1933, the electrical engineer and 

professor Bernard Tellegen noticed that while listening to the transmission of a swiss 

 

Figure	3.12	–	Schematical	representation	of	pump	and	probe	excitation	signals	and	
their	 associated	 resultant	 in	 the	 case	 of	 conventional	 nonlinear	 vibro-acoustic	
modulation	and	Luxemburg-Gorky	type	cross-modulation.	Adapted	from	[158].	
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radio, the broadcast of Radio Luxembourg was audible in the background [159]. Later 

on, the same phenomenon was observed in the city of Gorky, where the transmissions 

of powerful Moscow radio stations superimposed on those of radio stations located 

to the west of Moscow. Therefore, the Luxembourg-Gorky effect manifests in the 

modulation of a weak wave due to the propagation of an amplitude-modulated strong 

wave (namely a pump wave). The transfer modulation between the two waves is 

assumed to depend on the ability of the pump wave to perturbate the absorption 

properties of the propagation medium (i.e., the ionosphere). In the early 2000s, 

Zaitsev et al. [158] and Zaitsev et al. [160] observed that transfer modulation effects 

also occur in damaged solids and granular media. Despite the several applications to 

damage detection, the underlying principle of the modulation transfer is not fully 

understood. However, some studies show that the Luxembourg-Gorky effect is related 

to non-classical nonlinear mechanisms. More in detail, the modulation transfer was 

shown to depend on the thermo-elastic properties of a crack, due to which the 

interaction between an imping acoustic wave and the defect surfaces leads to the 

onset of thermal gradients [160] [161]. 

In the past few decades, frequency mixing-based approaches have gained 

increasing attention over other nonlinear acoustic techniques, such as higher 

harmonic generation. The reasons are mainly two [162]: (1) higher harmonic 

components attenuate quickly, making their measurement almost impossible at large 

distances, and (2) the intrinsic nonlinearity of the measurement chain.  

In general, providing information on the material properties degradation 

exploiting frequency mixing phenomena allow to measure the system response at 

frequencies close to the probing frequency. Conversely, methods based on higher 

harmonics generation require sensing the structure response at twice, trice (or even 

more) the excitation frequency. Nevertheless, every measurement equipment, such as 

piezo-electric transducers, actuators, signal digitizers, and data acquisition units, 

works properly in a limited range of frequencies, which could prevent the 

identification of high-frequency spectral terms. Instead, monitoring spectral 

components close to the probe frequency (i.e., sidebands) does not need 

instrumentation different from that used to excite the system at that specific 

frequency. Moreover, the intrinsic nonlinearity of the measurement chain leads to 
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distortions in electrical circuits and vibroacoustic actuators and sensors, which might 

mask the emergence of damage-related nonlinear effects. In particular, the 

phenomenon through which a signal acquires overtones of its frequency (i.e., higher 

harmonics) when passing through a nonlinear device is a nonlinear effect overlapping 

with the spectral components associated with the material nonlinearity. Therefore, 

this harmonic distortion limits the practical implementation of damage detection 

approaches based on the generation of higher harmonics and the analysis of their 

magnitude, making it necessary to resort to expensive high performance (i.e., low 

nonlinearity) instrumentation.  

 

In the end, although several structural health monitoring techniques based on 

nonlinear acoustic phenomena have recently been proposed, numerous critical issues 

still must be faced. In this perspective, the following chapters illustrate applications 

of two nonlinear acoustic techniques, i.e., the Scaling Subtraction Method (Chapter 

4) and the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation (Chapter 5), aimed at further 

investigating both their efficacy and sensitivity in detecting and characterizing the 

emergence of impact damage in laminated composite beams.
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4 	

Chapter	4	

Scaling	Subtraction	Method	
 

The need to identify and estimate the nonlinear features in the response of a 

system to external input and, hence, retrieve information on both the presence of 

damage and its severity has led to the development of various Structural Health 

Monitoring approaches. Among them, those based on nonlinear acoustic phenomena 

have gained increasing attention. However, the evaluation of the material integrity 

and its ability to withstand critical loads arise from the analysis of specific 

components of the nonlinear signature of the system, such as higher- and sub-

harmonics [123] [130] [163] [164], sidebands [156] or wave modulation [154] [165] [166]. 

Since the amplitude of these additional contributions is orders of magnitudes smaller 

than that of the recorded signal, they may not be easily distinguished from the 

background noise, especially when early-stage damage is involved. In order to 

overcome this limitation and, at once, account for the total nonlinear content of the 

structural response, Scalerandi et al. [167] recently proposed the Scaling Subtraction 

Method. 

 

4.1 Scaling	Subtraction	Method:	theory	

The Scaling Subtraction Method (SSM) is a nonlinear acoustic approach aimed 

to draw out the entire nonlinear content of an acquired signal and, thus, provide 

information on the effects that the emergence and evolution of nonlinear mechanisms 

may produce on the global response of the inspected structure or component.   
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The SSM relies upon the principle that the nonlinear effects tend to be 

negligible as long as the amplitude of the driving signal is sufficiently low. In fact, 

the presence of discontinuities within the material microstructure (e.g., voids, cracks, 

and defects) affects the system response by inducing the occurrence of nonlinear 

contributions only when the amount of energy that an impinging wave can transfer 

to a propagating material exceeds a threshold level. Therefore, beyond this limit, 

sources of nonlinear phenomena, such as crack, defects, and discontinuities, are 

activated and, nonlinear mechanisms emerge. Conversely, if the activation threshold 

is not met, material inherent nonlinearities cannot be triggered. Hence, a damaged 

structure acted through low amplitude excitations is expected to behave linearly. 

Under the hypothesis of perfect linearity, the system response varies 

proportionally to the excitation signal. Thus, proven the linearity of the measurement 

chain, deviations from the otherwise proportional relation between input and output 

might be related to the presence of nonlinear terms in the material constitutive law 

(i.e., its stress-strain relationship) or to the occurrence of internal damage. Due to 

these contributions, the stationary response of a damaged specimen to a mono-

harmonic excitation should be expressed as a sum of harmonic terms (namely a 

Fourier expansion) [168]: 

𝑣'	(𝑡) = 	[ 𝐵(
)

(*%	
(𝐴) cos[𝑛𝜔"𝑡 +	𝜑((𝐴)]																								(4.1) 

where 𝐵((𝐴) and 𝜑((𝐴) represent the amplitude and the phase of each harmonic 

contribution, respectively. Nevertheless, in the limit of a small excitation amplitude, 

nonlinear terms in the Fourier expansion, i.e., those associated with values of the 

index 𝑛 higher than 1, do not significantly contribute to the system response and can 

be disregarded. Subsequently, the stationary response of a damaged structure driven 

through a small amplitude pure-tone harmonic excitation should not contain any 

additional spectral components except the fundamental one. Thus, it might be 

written as: 

𝑣,-. 	(𝑡) = 𝐵(𝐴,-.) cos(𝜔"𝑡	 +	𝜑")																												(4.2) 

where 𝐵(𝐴,-.) is the amplitude of the system response to a driving signal whose 

amplitude falls below the threshold for the activation of the material nonlinearities. 
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As long as the input signal does not inject a consistent amount of energy into the 

system, the system behaves almost linearly, and the superposition principle holds. In 

these conditions, if the amplitude of the excitation signal amplitude varies by a 

scaling factor 𝑘: 

	𝐴/&0/ = 𝑘	𝐴,-. 																																																							(4.3) 

the system response is expected to be 

𝑣12!	(𝑡) = 𝑘	𝑣,-. 	(𝑡)																																																	(4.4) 

and, thus,  

𝑣12!	(𝑡) = 𝑘	𝐵(𝐴,-.) cos(𝜔"𝑡	 +	𝜑")																													(4.5) 

Owing to these general assumptions, the recorded signal at low excitation 

amplitude, i.e., low enough to not activate the nonlinear source, allows the definition 

of a linear reference signal, which represents the linear response associated with an 

equivalent linear undamaged system (equation 4.5).  

The Scaling Subtraction Method detects the onset of the internal damage and 

monitors its evolution by exploiting the loss of the scaling properties of the system 

response. As stated in [167] [168], the mechanisms involved in the break of 

proportionality between the system response and the excitation are mainly three:  

• Phase distortion, which arises from the dependence of the wave velocity 

on its amplitude. Due to this correlation, different portions of a 

longitudinal or a shear wave traveling across a damaged area do not 

propagate at the same speed. Thus, wave distortion occurs, and the signal 

acquired at the receiver stands out for a phase shift that depends on the 

presence and the characteristics of the encountered damaged zone 

(especially its extent). 

• Nonlinear attenuation mechanisms, due to which the amplitude of the 

system response might decrease or increase according to the width and 

shift of the resonance curve. 
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• Nonlinear coupling in the wave equation, i.e., the presence of nonlinear 

terms in the stress-strain relationship (equation 3.4), results in the 

appearance of additional spectral components at multiples or fractions of 

the excitation frequency (e.g., higher-order harmonics, sidebands, or sub-

harmonics). Consequently, the elastic energy associated with the 

fundamental frequency component decreases, while, at once, that of the 

generated additional spectral lines increases. Thus, the energy loss at the 

driving frequency goes along with a redistribution of the signal energy 

among the spectral lines whose emergence derives from the intrinsic 

material nonlinearity. 

In practice, the application of the Scaling Subtraction Method resides in 

driving the specimen through a small amplitude excitation (𝐴,-.) and recording the 

corresponding response signal (𝑣,-. 	(𝑡)) at the sensor locations. Then the amplitude 

of the excitation signal is scaled according to equation 4.3, and the correspondent 

response (𝑣/&0/	(𝑡))) is recorded, enabling the evaluation of the so-called scaled 

subtracted signal, which has been defined as the difference between the actual 

response (𝑣/&0/	(𝑡)) and the linearly reference signal (𝑣12!	(𝑡)): 

𝑤	(𝑡) = 	𝑣/&0/	(𝑡) 	−	𝑣12!	(𝑡) = 	𝑣/&0/	(𝑡) − 	𝑘	𝑣,-. 	(𝑡)									(4.6) 

Except for noise effects, the subtracted signal 𝑤	(𝑡) should vanish for non-

damaged specimens (i.e., approximating a perfectly linear behavior). Conversely, 

since the scaled subtracted signal should contain the global nonlinear signature of 

the inspected structure [167] [168], including the effects associated with both the 

amplitude reduction or the phase shift (figure 4.1), its amplitude is expected to 

augment as the damage severity increases.  

In the end, the Scaling Subtraction Method provides information on the 

material integrity by simply comparing the system response acquired at a specific 

excitation level and the corresponding linearly rescaled signal. Therefore, over more 

conventional techniques, such as FFT analysis and filtering procedures, the Scaling 

Subtraction Method has the advantage of deriving the nonlinear signature through 

a simple subtraction without requiring the introduction of any mathematical 

parameters (e.g., time window length). 
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Figure	 4.1	 –	 An	 instance	 of	 the	 system	 response	 corresponding	 to	 a	 generic	
amplitude	(𝑣'	(𝑡)),	the	linearly	rescaled	signal	(𝑣12!	(𝑡))	and	scaled	subtracted	signal	
(𝑤	(𝑡)).	

	

The need to quantify the nonlinear contributions in the response of a system 

to an impinging wave led to the introduction of two damage indicators [167]:  

𝛽 = _[ 𝑤&#
(

&*%
																																																											(4.7) 

	𝛼 = max 	[𝑤&(𝑡)]																																																								(4.8) 

where 𝑛 and 𝑤& indicate the numbers of sampled points and the amplitude of the 

scaled subtracted signal at the i-th point, respectively. Therefore, while the damage 

indicator 𝛽 is calculated as the root-mean-square of the scaled subtracted signal and 

denotes the energy of the same signal, the index 𝛼 provides information on the 

amplitude of the scaled subtracted signal. 

 

4.2 Scaling	Subtraction	Method:	applications	

In 2008, Scalerandi et al. [167] proposed and firstly applied the Scaling 

Subtraction Method to characterize the nonlinear behavior of a set of five samples of 

different materials (i.e., steel, damaged Teflon, mortar, intact and damaged concrete) 
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through the definition of two quantitative parameters (equations 4.7 and 4.8). In 

more detail, the authors described the response of a concrete bar subjected to 

increasing amplitude loads and, thus, at different damage severity levels, showing 

that the amplitude of the subtracted signal significantly increases when the load 

intensity reaches a value between 30% and 50% of its rupture stress (figure 4.2). 

Since the FFT-based approach, applied to validate the obtained results, cannot 

provide reliable information on the material integrity for load amplitude lower than 

60% of the critical load, the authors concluded that the proposed approach was more 

sensitive to variations in the nonlinearity of the specimen. In fact, the emergence of 

the nonlinear mechanisms involved in the loss of proportionality between the driving 

signal and system response, i.e., nonlinear attenuation, nonlinear frequency shift, and 

phase distortion, produce stronger effects on the fundamental frequency component 

than on the higher-order harmonic terms. A year later, Bruno et al. [168] further 

investigated the SSM capabilities managing to separate and individually evaluate the 

contribution of these mechanisms to the nonlinear signature of the inspected 

structure. For this purpose, the scaled subtracted signal was decomposed into the 

sum of three terms, individually accounting for one of the considered nonlinear 

effects. Moreover, the necessity to estimate the nonlinear contribution each of these 

mechanisms gives to the nonlinear response of the tested structure led to the 

definition of three indicators.  

 

Figure	 4.2	 –	 Nonlinear	 index	 𝛼	 (equation	 4.8)	 for	 a	 concrete	 sample	 tested	 in	
different	damage	states	[167].	
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For what concerns the contribution of the phase shift of the fundamental 

component, a quantitative index might be defined as: 

𝜃% = 2	𝑘#	[𝐵	(𝐴,-.)]#	cos# 	d
𝜑(𝐴&) −	𝜑"

2 e																							(4.9) 

where 𝜑(𝐴&) and 𝜑" indicate the phase of the system response corresponding to an 

input signal with a generic amplitude 𝐴& 	and 𝐴,-., respectively. Under the hypothesis 

of a non-dispersive medium, the phase of the scaled subtracted signal depends only 

on the wave velocity, which is related to both the bulk modulus and the density of 

the propagating medium. Therefore, the phase index provides information on the 

changes in medium stiffness occurring when the magnitude of the driving input varies 

from 𝐴& to 𝐴,-..  

The second contribution accounts for the phenomenon of nonlinear 

attenuation, whose emergence relies upon several factors, such as spectral broadening 

(i.e., the energy transferred to higher harmonics) and resonance frequency shift. The 

correspondent quantitative index depends on the amplitude of both the linear 

reference signal and the actual system response to a driving input of amplitude 𝐴&, 

according to the equation: 

𝜃# =	
1
2	(𝐵	

(𝐴&) − 𝑘	𝐵	(𝐴,-.))#																																													(4.10) 

Since nonlinear attenuation increases with amplitude, the magnitude of the 

scaled linear signal should be slightly higher than that of the signal recorded at the 

corresponding excitation level, except for effects related to the shift of the resonance 

curve of the specimen. Therefore, the nonlinear attenuation index that reflects the 

variations of the material attenuation properties on the excitation amplitude is 

expected to increase with the driving magnitude when evaluated for damaged 

structures. Conversely, it should have a negligible effect on the behavior of pristine 

components. 

In the end, the first two contributions to the scaled subtracted signal affect 

the sole fundamental harmonic, while the third accounts for the generation of 

additional spectral components. Therefore, assessing the material integrity by 
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analyzing specific features of the nonlinear signature of the inspected structure 

without considering the effects associated with the fundamental frequency 

corresponds to neglecting the most meaningful nonlinear effects. This approach was 

validated by analyzing the damage progression in masonry samples under 

compressive quasi-static loading [168]. The results showed good agreement with 

previous studies on similar specimens, confirming both the sensitivity and the 

effectiveness of the Scaling Subtraction Method in retrieving information on the 

damage evolution over more traditional approaches (e.g., FFT-based techniques, 

higher harmonic measurements). 

To date, the Scaling Subtraction Method has been applied to characterize the 

nonlinear behavior of several materials, i.e., steel [167], damaged Teflon [146], and 

consolidated granular media (e.g., mortar and concrete) under compressive load [168] 

[169] [170] and thermal load [171]. However, very few attempts have been made to 

apply the Scaling Subtraction Method to detect impact damage in composite 

materials.  

In 2017, Porcu et al. [172] were among the first to assess the capability of the 

Scaling Subtraction Methods to detect both the onset and the progression of the 

impact damage in laminate composites plates. More in detail, the authors 

investigated the influence of several parameters (e.g., laminate size, input-output 

scenario, damage severity, and location, both the excitation frequency and 

amplitude) on the SSM capability to provide clear indications on the occurrence of 

damage and its growth. The investigation showed that this method was generally 

able to identify the presence of impact damage, even though its sensitivity was found 

to depend on both the excitation amplitude and the input-output scenario, i.e., the 

relative positioning between sensor location and actuation point. Furthermore, the 

results highlighted a strong dependency of the effectiveness on the excitation 

frequency, which has to be chosen in advance. Therefore, preliminary tests are 

required to identify the resonance frequencies of the inspected structure. In addition, 

there is still no robust algorithm to select the natural frequencies of the considered 

specimen with the highest sensitivity for the SSM. In light of these limitations, which 

make the procedure time-consuming, and to further explore the potential of the 

Scaling Subtraction Method approach, an attempt was made to apply this technique 
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for impact damage detection in composite material by using a broadband impulsive 

excitation. Both the experimental procedure and the obtained results are described 

in detail in the following sessions. 

 

4.3 Experimental	procedure	

4.3.1 Sample	manufacturing	and	description	

Experimental tests were conducted on a laminated composite beam measuring 

563 mm × 28 mm × 2 mm. The sample was manufactured from Seal Texipreg® 

HS160/REM carbon/epoxy unidirectional pre-preg. Pre-preg plies generally come as 

rolled-up fibrous reinforcement absorbed in a partially cured polymer matrix (e.g., 

epoxy or phenolic resin), which bonds the fibers together by keeping them aligned in 

a single direction and protects them from the outside environment (figure 4.3).   

Since the thermosetting resin 

has not yet completed its curing 

cycle, cold storage is required to 

avoid slowly curing at ambient 

conditions. Therefore, before 

handling, pre-preg plies have to be 

taken out from the freezer and kept 

at room temperature for thawing. 

During this time interval, the 

polymer matrix gets soft and regains 

a part of its adhesive properties. 

Thus, good cleanliness of the work 

surface is of the uttermost importance to prevent dust particles from sticking to the 

plies surfaces and, hence, being embedded within the laminate. For the same reason, 

being human skin greasy and gross, latex gloves have to be worn for the whole 

process. In fact, the presence of heterogeneous inclusions adversely affects the 

mechanical properties of the laminate by reducing its strength or triggering the onset 

of nonlinear effects.  

 

Figure	4.3	–	Pre-preg	plies	(carbon	-	epoxy).	
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 Once these preliminary operations have been completed, the pre-preg plies 

were cut employing a cutter, a steel template, i.e., a steel frame, whose dimensions 

are equal to those desired for the laminate, and a pair of setsquares, which allows to 

define the cutting line and, thus, ensures to align the reinforcement of each ply in a 

specific direction (figure 4.4).  

 After cutting, the plies were 

stacked to obtain a quasi-isotropic 

[0/+45/−45/90]#3 stacking sequence. 

During this step, generally referred to 

as lamination, each ply was 

overlapped to the previous one by 

carefully removing the protective 

layers. Because air pockets might be 

entrapped between layers, and the side 

effects associated with their presence 

are comparable to those of other 

inclusions, employing a roll (figure 4.4) 

allows to press the layers together and, 

at once, remove air pockets might be 

helpful. 

Prior to completing the curing process in autoclave, the laminate was sealed 

in a vacuum bag, i.e., a bag made of a thin layer of an airproof film (e.g., polyamide), 

which allows the use of a vacuum pump to extract the air out of the bag by applying 

an even negative pressure over the laminate. As shown in figure 4.5, a vacuum bag 

is composed of several layers of which the airtight film is only the outermost 

component. Thus, starting from the bottom, there are: 

• A steel frame that supports the laminate and whose surface was treated 

through one or more applications of a releasing agent (i.e., Zyvax) to 

prevent the resin that might sprout out from the curing laminate to stick 

on it.  

 

 

Figure	 4.4	 –	 Tools	 employed	 during	 the	
lamination	process.	
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Figure	4.5	–	Vacuum	bag	 for	composite	component	manufacturing	 (adapted	 from	
https://www.epoxyworks.com/index.php/tag/vacuum-bagging)	

	

• A realising film made of Teflon. 

• The composite laminate, after removing the protective layers from both 

the top and the bottom surface.  

• A second layer of Teflon.  

• A second steel plate that, together with the second Teflon sheet, allows 

to obtain a smooth and clean surface. 

• The bleeder/breather, i.e., a porous fabric that accomplishes a dual 

function: (1) absorbing the excess resin caused by the layers compaction, 

and (2) ensuring the proper air circulation, and, thus, helping to air 

entrapped between layers to be evacuated.  

• An airproof layer that was pierced outside the laminate edges to insert 

the vacuum valve (figure 4.6). 
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Vacuum control valve
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Finally, the vacuum bag was closed with sealant tape, and its leaknessproof 

assessed. For this purpose, the valve on the bag was connected to the autoclave 

vacuum pump, and the internal pressure of the vacuum bag sharply decreased. Then, 

the valve was closed and, the vacuum bag internal pressure monitored. In these 

conditions, if the value on the display of the pressure gauge associated with the 

vacuum pump does not vary, there are no undesired air pathways. Conversely, air 

leaks would have induced a significant increase in the bag pressure, making it 

necessary to add sealant tape to get rid of them.  

Completed the lamination process, the autoclave, whose technical 

specifications are given in table 1, was booted, and the consolidation stage started. 

According to the characteristics of the matrix, the curing cycle consists of five steps 

(figure 4.7): 

 

Figure	4.6	–	Insertion	of	the	vacuum	valve	outside	the	laminate	edges	to	prevent	the	
valve	from	leaving	a	print	on	the	surface	of	the	composite	laminates.	
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•  Step 1: in 20 minutes, the temperature is raised from the environment 

value up to 50°, while the laminate is kept under vacuum. 

•  Step 2: in 45 minutes, the temperature is raised up to 160°C and the 

pressure up to 8 bar. 

• Step 3: for 90 minutes, both the pressure and the temperature are held 

constant, allowing the epoxy matrix to cure. 

• Step 4: in 30 minutes, the temperature is reduced to 80°C at 8 bar. 

• Step 5: the pressure applied through the autoclave is removed, while the 

temperature is further reduced to 50°C.  

Autoclave Maroso 

Internal volume [l] 2250 

Maximum temperature [°C] 200 

Maximum pressure [bar] 10 

Table	3.1	–	Technical	characteristics	of	the	Maroso	autoclave.	

	

	 	

Figure	4.7	–	Cure	cycle	associated	with	Seal	Texipreg®	HS160/REM	carbon/epoxy	
pre-preg:	pressure	and	temperature.	
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At the end of the cycle, the composite laminate was extracted from the 

vacuum bag and cut in the shape of a rectangular beam (dimensions 563 mm × 28 

mm × 2 mm) through a diamond wheel. Even though vacuum bagging results in 

uniform distribution of matrix and good adhesion between layers, and, thus, high-

quality laminates, the beam was examined before SSM testing through ultrasonic C-

scanning to exclude the presence of pre-existing manufacturing defects. 

 

4.3.2 Impact	damage	

Assessing the effectiveness of the Scaling Subtraction Method to detect the 

onset of internal damage in composite materials as well as to monitor its growth 

requires considering multiple levels of damage severity that were produced by 

applying impact loads through a drop-weight impact testing tower.  

As shown in figure 4.8, the impact testing machine, used for this purpose, 

consists of three main components: 

• A heavy metal basement (i.e., an anvil with 350 kg of mass), provided with 

a clamping system to fix the sample. 

• An impactor (also referred to as hammer) that has to be rigid enough to 

transfer the impact energy to the specimen without undergoing excessive 

elastic deformation or vibrations, which might result in both energy 

absorption and dissipation 

• Two vertical rod guides on which the impactor runs through two roller 

bearings. 

• A pneumatic braking system that catches the dropping mass after the first 

impact preventing it from rebounding on the specimen surface. 

Since changes in the hammer mass and its dropping height result in variations 

of both the velocity and the energy associated with the impact, the design of an 

impact testing machine should consider the user need for adjusting the total weight 

of the impactor, and, thus, allowing to achieve the desired energy. Because of this, 
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the testing apparatus is provided with two interchangeable impactors of different 

mass: a light one (2.2 kg), actually used to induce the onset of internal damage on 

the inspected composite sample, and a heavy one (4.6 kg). In both cases, adding 

extra masses allows to increase the falling mass up to 7kg. 

 

Figure	4.8	–	Drop-weight	impact	testing	machine.	
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Even though the complete characterization of an impact event makes it 

necessary to measure several variables (e.g., load on the anvil, impactor speed, and 

specimen deflection), only two parameters have been monitored during testing: the 

before-impact velocity and the contact force. In fact, both the energy absorbed by 

the sample and its deflection might be obtained from the two selected variables.  

For what concerns the impact velocity, the employed metering system 

comprises two main elements: (1) an infrared emitting diode and (2) a photo-

transistor. When the former illuminates a reflecting surface, the latter, which acts as 

sensing element, generates an output voltage. Thus, three parallel white stripes were 

arranged at a fixed distance on a black background and, subsequently, placed on the 

lateral surface of one of the bearings. When the hammer drops, the sensor sees the 

stripes, starting or stopping a clock. Hence, under the general hypothesis of constant 

acceleration, knowing the distance between these white stripes allows the evaluation 

of both the first impact and rebound velocities. However, neglecting the effects of the 

friction by assuming the impactor acceleration to be constant might result in high 

measurement errors. As a matter of principle, this assumption can be regarded as 

acceptable only if the distance between stripes is small.   

In addition, Kuwai KSP-1-350-E4 semi-conductor strain gauges, which have 

been glued to the impactor and then connected in a full-bridge Wheatstone circuit, 

were used to measure the contact force. Sensitivity and accuracy in measuring the 

contact force are of the uttermost importance. In fact, both the specimen deflection 

and the energy absorption are derived by integrating the load-time curve. In this 

context, even low error levels in the contact force estimation might result in wrong 

energy evaluation. Moreover, unerring load-time curves may provide information 

about the onset and evolution of the induced internal damage. 

In order to assess the effectiveness of the Scaling Subtraction Method to detect 

the damage initiation and monitor its progression, the hammer, provided with a flat 

face indenter of 5 mm diameter, was dropped from different heights to vary the 

impact energy. Thus, the laminated composite sample, simply supported on a steel 

frame with a central hole of 20 mm diameter, was hit at 1.7, 5.5, and 9.0 J. The 

damage associated with each impact (termed Damage 1, Damage 2, and Damage 3) 

was characterized through non-destructive penetrant-enhanced X-radiographies 
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through an HP Faxitron cabinet. As shown in figure 4.9, impact damage is mainly a 

combination of delamination, matrix cracks, and fiber fracture occurring at the 

interfaces between layers with different orientations. Moreover, the length of the 

broken fiber path significantly increases with the impact energy as the extent of the 

delaminated area (table 3.2 and figure 4.9). 

 
 

Damage severity Impact energy Delamination Length of the broken 

fibers path 

 [J] [mm2] [mm] 

Damage 1 1.7 67 11 

Damage 2 5.5 202 18 

Damage 3 9.0 402 28 

Table	3.2	–	Damage	characterization:	main	features	of	the	impact	damage	at	each	
of	the	three	considered	damage	severities	[173].	

 

Figure	4.9	–	X-ray	images	of	the	three	considered	level	of	impact	damage. 
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4.3.3 Experimental	tests	

 During the Scaling Subtraction Method tests, the laminated composite was 

instrumented with a PI PL055.31 stack actuator to drive the system and two PI 

Ceramic PIC 151 low-profile piezoceramic transducers (10 mm diameter, 1 mm 

thickness) that sense the system response at location S1 and S2 of figure 4.10. The 

three piezoelectric transducers were glued on the top surface of the composite beam 

by applying a thin layer of a two-component epoxy adhesive and then wired through 

bonded connectors. Coupling between transducers and the employed instrumentation 

are highlighted in figure 4.10, in which a schematic representation of the setup 

adopted for the experimental tests is given.  

 The composite sample was freely suspended through thin nylon cords to 

prevent the structural boundaries nonlinearity from triggering the emergence of 

 

Figure	4.10	–	Composite	sample	and	scheme	of	the	experimental	set-up	adopted	for	
the	SSM	tests. 
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nonlinear effects, which might overlap those due to damage initiation and evolution, 

leading to an erroneous interpretation of the experimental data. 

In order to demonstrate the feasibility of a pulse-based extension of the Scaling 

Subtraction Method, two series of independent experimental tests were required. In 

fact, if the first measurements were performed by exciting the samples through a 

broadband impulsive excitation, the second ones, which were aimed to validate the 

proposed approach, required the laminated composite beam to be driven with a 

stationary mono-harmonic signal. Nevertheless, applying the Scaling Subtraction 

Method with harmonic excitation makes it necessary to characterize the modal 

response of the samples. Since the SSM excitation frequencies are generally selected 

among the natural frequencies of the inspected structure, performing a preliminary 

experimental analysis is needed. To this purpose, the stack actuator was fed with a 

pulse generated by a TTI TG5011A function generator and then amplified by a factor 

of 10 through a PI E505.00 high-voltage linear amplifier. Both the response of the 

laminated composite beam and the driving input were monitored and acquired 

through a 14 bit, 100 MHz PC-controlled oscilloscope (Cleverscope CS328A). Then, 

the forty data sets acquired at each sensor location were post-processed in Matlab to 

calculate the average Frequency Fourier Transform (FFT) and, thus, improving the 

signal to noise ratio. By analyzing the magnitude of the mean FFT, three natural 

frequencies, namely, 1580 Hz, 2860 Hz, and 3915 Hz, were selected for the following 

SSM tests. As shown in figure 4.11, these frequency values were associated with 

clearly detectable resonance peaks in the spectra of both sensors.  

During the SSM tests with harmonic excitation, a pure-tone harmonic signal 

produced by a TTI TG5011A function generator was fed into the stack actuator. 

Simultaneously, the stationary response of the system at both sensor locations (i.e., 

S1 and S2) was acquired employing the Cleverscope CS328A data acquisition unit 

with a sampling rate of 267 kSamples/s and a time window of 2 s. The composite 

beam was first tested in pristine conditions at any of the three selected frequencies 

and by ranging the excitation amplitude between 1 and 6 Vpp in 1 V steps.  

Subsequently, the measurements were repeated after each impact, i.e., for each 

considered stage of the damage evolution process.  
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Figure	4.11	–	Averaged	power	spectrum	of	the	inspected	composite	sample	at	sensor	
locations	S1	(red	line)	and	S2	(blue	line).	

 

Concerning the pulse-based approach, the adopted experimental procedure 

was analogous to the one used for the SSM harmonic tests. The stack actuator was 

again piloted by the TTI TG5011A function generator, even though the driving 

signal consisted of only one cycle of a square wave with 40 µs width and coupled rise 

and fall time of 40 ns (figure 4.12). The input signal amplitude was raised from 1 Vpp 

up to 6 Vpp in 1 V increments. The corresponding responses at sensors S1 and S2 

were recorded at the sampling frequency of 267 kSamples/s in both pristine and 

damaged conditions. Moreover, 40 datasets were acquired to improve the signal-to-

noise ratio and evaluate the averaged spectra of the system response. 
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Figure	4.12	–	Pulse	signal:	time	history	(red	line)	and	frequency	spectrum	(blue	line).	

 

4.4 Data	analysis	

As stated in [172], the effectiveness of the Scaling Subtraction Method in 

detecting the occurrence of impact damage in composite materials depends on the 

interrogating frequency. Since the frequency selection requires the preliminary 

characterization of the modal response of the inspected structure, the use of an 

impulsive broadband excitation allows to bypass this limitation and, at once, reduce 

the risk of picking natural frequencies whose sensitivity to damage detection could 

be low.  

To date, the first attempt to apply rectangular pulse excitation to characterize 

the nonlinear behavior of a structure employing the Scaling Subtraction Method was 

reported by Ouarabi et al. [174] in 2017. The analysis, which was aimed to investigate 

the acoustic response of a cracked cementitious mortar interacting with a sodium 

silicate solution, was performed in the time domain according to the procedure 

described in [167] [168]. Therefore, the damage indicators adopted to quantify the 

nonlinear content of the acquired signals were those defined by equations 4.7 and 

4.8.  

Nevertheless, since an impulsive input excites a wide range of frequencies, it 

is possible to estimate the contribution that a specific spectral component gives to 

the nonlinear signature of the inspected sample by carrying out the damage detection 
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analysis in the frequency domain. Thus, in analogy to the time-domain approach 

proposed by Scalerandi et al. [167], the information on the material integrity was 

provided by comparing the spectral magnitude of the considered frequency 

component of both the actual system response and the linear reference signal. In fact, 

calculating the difference between the amplitude of the selected spectral components 

of the system response and that of the linear reference signal permits the 

identification of any deviations from the theoretical linearity and, hence, both the 

detection and the monitoring of internal damage. The need to evaluate both the 

applicability and the sensitivity of the Scaling Subtraction Method and, at once, 

quantify the nonlinear content of the system response resulted in the definition of 

two novel damage indexes based on the analysis of the magnitude of the spectral 

components associated with the considered frequencies. The first damage index, 

which estimates the deviation of system response from the expected linearity at the 

highest excitation level, can be expressed as: 

𝐷𝐼 =
𝐵i𝐴/&0/j − 𝑘	𝐵(𝐴,-.)

𝑘/&0/	𝐵(𝐴,-.)	
																																													(4.11) 

where 𝐵i𝐴/&0/j refers to the amplitude of the system response acquired at the highest 

excitation level, and 𝐵(𝐴,-.) represents the system response amplitude corresponding 

to the minimum (𝐴,-.) excitation level, which was also used for defining the linear 

reference signal, and 𝑘/&0/ is the scaling factor associated with the highest excitation 

level. 

Instead, since the second damage index aims to quantify the cumulative effects 

of the nonlinear contributions associated with the considered excitation levels, it has 

been defined as 

𝐷𝐼4 	= 	[
𝐵(𝐴&) − 𝑘	𝐵(𝐴,-.)

𝑘	𝐵(𝐴,-.)&*%
																																						(4.12) 

where 𝐵(𝐴&) is the amplitude of the output signal recorded at a generic excitation 

level (𝐴& = 𝑘	𝐴,-.). Thus, this second damage parameter allows to aggregate the 

nonlinear effects related to the applied excitation levels by calculating how far 

experimental data deviate from the theoretical linearity. Therefore, in order to both 

evaluate and analyze the two proposed damage indexes (i.e., 𝐷𝐼 and 𝐷𝐼4), the system 
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responses to an impulsive broadband excitation were post-processed in Matlab to 

calculate the averaged Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and extract the magnitude 

corresponding to the considered frequency components. Conversely, the signals 

acquired in response to the pure-tone harmonic excitations were loaded in Matlab 

and analyzed to determine their peak-to-peak amplitudes. As an example, figure 4.13 

shows the amplitude of the system response acquired, for both the undamaged and 

the damaged specimen impacted at 1.7 and 5.5 J (i.e., Damage 1 and Damage 2), at 

the sensor location S1 as a function of the amplitude of the driving harmonic input 

at 3915 Hz. These trends make it possible to notice that even if the undamaged beam 

behaves almost linearly within the whole range of excitation amplitudes, the curve 

associated with the first level of damage severity starts to deviate from the theoretical 

linearity at an excitation of about 4 Vpp. 

 

	

Figure	 4.13	 –	 System	 response	 amplitude	 vs.	 excitation	 amplitude	 for	 the	 (a)	
undamaged	pristine,	(b)	Damage	1	and	(c)	Damage	2	conditions.	Signals	were	recorded	
at	sensor	S1	for	the	excitation	frequency	of	3915	Hz.	

 

4.5 Results	

The damage index 𝐷𝐼 quantifies the distance between the amplitude actually 

measured at the maximum excitation (i.e., 6 Vpp) and the amplitude that would have 

been recorded if the hypothesis of perfect linearity were to be confirmed. By 
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independently analyzing the response acquired at both sensor locations (i.e., S1 and 

S2 in figure 4.10) and for the three considered harmonic excitations (i.e., 1580, 2860, 

and 3915 Hz), the damage index 𝐷𝐼 was evaluated through equation 4.11. Plotting 

the obtained values against the damage severity (figure 4.14) allows noticing that 

contrary to what was expected, the damage indicator 𝐷𝐼 does not vanish for the 

undamaged beam (namely, pristine case in the diagrams of figure 4.14). Previous 

studies that aimed to characterize the nonlinear response of laminated composite 

samples to acoustic or ultrasonic waves [175] [172] have already reported the 

emergence of this evidence, indicating as possible causes the intrinsic nonlinearity of 

the instrumentation and non-damage-related inherent nonlinear sources. The latter 

mainly consists of manufacturing defects whose size falls below the detection 

threshold of ultrasonic C-scanning. Moreover, it is worth remarking that the damage 

indicator 𝐷𝐼 sharply increases with the damage severity, whatever the interrogating 

frequency and the examined sensor location. In particular, even though the two 

sensors were located on the opposite sides of the damaged area (figure 4.10), no 

significant difference might be observed between the corresponding 𝐷𝐼 values. This 

evidence appears to suggest the chance to detect internal damage even when the path 

between the excitation and the sensing location does not cross the impacted region. 

Furthermore, although the damage index 𝐷𝐼 provides a clear indication of the 

presence of impact damage in correspondence of all the selected frequencies, the 

sensitivity of the Scaling Subtraction Method seems to be affected by the excitation 

frequency. In this context, it may be observed that at the lowest damage severity 

(i.e., Damage 1), the damage index values associated with the excitation frequencies 

of 1580 and 2860 Hz more than doubled relative to the pristine condition. However, 

when the excitation frequency of 3915 Hz was applied to drive the system, the 

damage index evaluated at the undamaged condition differs from that obtained for 

the early damaged level (Damage 1) only by about 60%. Similar considerations also 

apply to the analysis of damage index 𝐷𝐼4 trend (figure 4.15). In fact, by accounting 

for the cumulative effect of the nonlinear contributions evaluated overall excitation 

amplitudes applied in the experiments, this second index (equation 4.12) seems to 

ensure enhanced sensitivity to damage for the tests that employ 1580 and 2860 Hz 

excitations. However, no significant improvement was observed in the efficiency with 

which the considered approach identifies the onset of the lowest damage severity at 
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the 3915 Hz excitation. Therefore, these results highlight the dependence of the 

damage detection capabilities of the Scaling Subtraction Method on the excitation 

frequency, confirming the findings reported in [172]. 

 

	 	

Figure	 4.14	 –	 Harmonic	 excitation:	 damage	 index	 𝐷𝐼	 evaluated	 for	 the	 three	
excitation	frequencies	vs.	increasing	damage	severities.	

SENSOR S1 SENSOR S2SENSOR S1 SENSOR S2
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Since the damage index 𝐷𝐼4 was able to provide reliable indications on the 

onset and the growth of internal damage when a pure-tone harmonic excitation was 

applied, it was also employed to characterize the efficiency and the sensitivity of the 

proposed pulse-based SSM approach. For this purpose, the magnitudes of the spectral 

lines that correspond to the three frequencies applied for the harmonic excitation 

  

Figure	 4.15	 –	 Harmonic	 excitation:	 damage	 index	 𝐷𝐼Σ	 evaluated	 for	 the	 three	
excitation	frequencies	vs.	increasing	damage	severities.	
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tests (i.e., 1580, 2860, and 3915 Hz) were extracted from the averaged spectra of the 

signals acquired in response to an impulsive broadband excitation and then used to 

calculate the damage index 𝐷𝐼4. The obtained results corresponding to the two sensor 

locations (i.e., S1 and S2) and the three interrogating frequencies were plotted as a 

function of the damage severity and then reported in figure 4.16. 

  

Figure	 4.16	 –	 Impulsive	 excitation:	 damage	 index	 𝐷𝐼Σ	 evaluated	 for	 the	 three	
excitation	frequencies	vs.	increasing	damage	severities. 

SENSOR S1 SENSOR S2SENSOR S1 SENSOR S2
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 These graphics indicate that the damage index 𝐷𝐼4 associated with the 

spectral frequency of 1580 Hz provides clear information on the presence of impact 

damage at both sensor locations and, at one, manages to monitor the damage 

evolution process by ranking the damage levels in order of increasing severity. 

However, it is worth remarking that at the sensor location S1, the damage index 

assumes values significantly higher than those measured through the other sensor 

(i.e., sensor S2). This evidence appears to suggest that also the sensor position might 

affect the performance of this approach. In this context, an explanation is to be 

sought in the relative positioning of the two sensors. In fact, sensor S2 is positioned 

at a longer distance from the actuator than sensor S1 (see figure 4.10). However, a 

further explanation arises from considering that in contrast to the stationary nature 

of a pure-tone harmonic wave, the propagation of an impulsive signal in a continuum 

is a transient phenomenon. Conversely, the results relative to the interrogating 

frequencies of 2860 and 3915 Hz do not provide any reliable indication of the presence 

of impact damage or its severity. Therefore, as for the harmonic excitation case, the 

effectiveness of the Scaling Subtraction Method was found to be significantly affected 

by the selected excitation frequency. It is also worth remarking that with respect to 

the frequency of 1580Hz, the damage index 𝐷𝐼4 assumes values considerably higher 

than those relative to the other two considered frequencies (namely, 2860 Hz and 

3915 Hz), indicating a good level of sensitivity to the damage detection. Hence, in 

order to further improve both the efficiency and robustness of the proposed SSM 

  

Figure	 4.17	 –	 Impulsive	 excitation:	 damage	 index	 𝐷𝐼Σ	 evaluated	 for	 the	 three	
excitation	frequencies	vs.	increasing	damage	severities. 
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pulse-based approach, a third index was introduced. Defined as the average values 

of the damage indexes 𝐷𝐼4 associated with each of the considered testing frequencies, 

this index provides a global estimation of the nonlinear content of the system 

response. As shown in figure 4.17, averaging the damage index corresponding to all 

the interrogating frequencies (i.e., 1580, 2860, and 3915 Hz) leads to an improvement 

of the effectiveness of the proposed pulse-based SSM approach in both detecting the 

damage occurrence and monitoring its evolution. 

 

4.6 	Conclusions		

Since its first applications, the Scaling Subtraction Method has been used to 

characterize the nonlinear response of an inspected system driven through a pure-

tone harmonic excitation at a frequency chosen among the system natural 

frequencies. Thus, these investigations highlighted the two main drawbacks of the 

Scaling Subtraction Method: (1) the need for preliminary characterization of the 

modal response of the sample and (2) its sensitivity to the interrogating frequency. 

Since both these limitations might be overcome by driving the system through a 

broadband excitation, the above-described experimental investigation aimed to assess 

the effectiveness of SSM-based methodology in which a transient impulsive excitation 

is applied to excite the structure. Moreover, to both verify the feasibility of a pulse-

based SSM approach and validate the obtained results, two series of experimental 

tests in which the composite sample was excited in turn through a monoharmonic 

input and an impulsive signal were performed.   

The results relative to the tests carried out under harmonic excitation confirm 

the influence of interrogating frequency on the Scaling Subtraction Method 

sensitivity. Moreover, no significant difference has been observed in the results 

associated with the two considered sensor locations, suggesting the chance of 

detecting the presence of impact damage and monitoring its progression regardless 

of the sensor position.  

Given the reliable indications provided in the harmonic excitation case, the 

damage index 𝐷𝐼4 was chosen for testing and characterizing both the feasibility and 
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the performance of the pulse-based SSM approach. In fact, by summing up the 

nonlinear contributions associated with all the considered excitation levels at each of 

the interrogating frequencies, this damage indicator managed to retrieve a consistent 

and reliable indication of the damage occurrence. Furthermore, its application 

allowed to monitor the damage evolution by properly grading the damage severity, 

at least in correspondence to the 1580 Hz excitation frequency. In fact, the values 

assumed by the damage index for the driving frequencies of 2860 and 3915 Hz do not 

regularly vary with the damage severity, not providing any clear evidence of the 

presence and the extent of the internal damage. Therefore, in analogy to the results 

obtained for the harmonic excitation case, the sensitivity of the proposed pulse-based 

SSM approach was found to depend on the frequency chosen for the analysis. In 

order to address this issue, the mean of the damage index 𝐷𝐼4 values relative to all 

the interrogating frequencies was assumed as a global damage indicator to improve 

both effectiveness and the robustness of the described pulse-based approach.  

In the end, the obtained results reveal this approach as a rather promising 

option for both detecting and characterizing the nonlinearities arising from the onset 

of impact damage in composite materials. Nevertheless, further investigations are 

needed to investigate the effects of factors as the sample geometry, the stacking 

sequence, the operating and environmental conditions on the performance of the 

pulse-based SSM approach. 
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5 	

Chapter	5	

Nonlinear	Vibroacoustic	Modulation	
 

Among the so-called pump-probe techniques (section 3.2.4), which rely upon 

simultaneously exciting the inspected structure through two impinging waves 

(namely, a probe and a pump signal), the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation has 

gained increasing attention. In fact, in the past few decades, the VAM approach has 

been widely applied to retrieve information on the onset and the growth of internal 

damage in metallic and composite structures. Nonetheless, the physics behind the 

interaction of the dynamic fields associated with the two input signals and the 

nonlinear mechanisms involved in the arising wave modulation are still not fully 

understood. 

 

5.1 Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustic	Modulation:	theory	

The Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation (VAM), also referred to as 

Nonlinear Wave Modulation Spectrometry (NWMS) [146], Nonlinear Ultrasonic 

Wave Modulation [147] or Nonlinear Acoustic Modulation (NAM), was proposed in 

[148] as a viable tool for crack detection in solid materials. By investigating the 

interaction of a probe acoustic wave and a powerful pump pulse signal, the authors 

theoretically demonstrated the feasibility of the suggested approach to identify the 

emergence of the nonlinear effects related to the intrinsic nonlinearity of closed 

cracks. These findings were confirmed by experimental investigations aimed to 

characterize the nonlinear response of cracks and discontinuity-like inhomogeneities 

in solids. 
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In more general terms, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation consists in 

concurrently exciting the considered structure through a pump wave corresponding 

to one of its resonance frequencies to induce a stress field within the specimen and, 

at once, perturb the enclosed sources of nonlinearities, and a probe wave (also 

referred to as carrier wave) that senses the stiffness variation caused by the pump 

vibration. In fact, the presence of internal damage and discontinuities results in the 

emergence of modulation effects, due to which the pump wave modulates the probe 

wave. In this context, given the pump and the probe signals: 

		𝑣5675(𝑡) = 	𝑉5675 	cos(2𝜋𝑓5675𝑡 +	𝜑5675)																																(5.1) 

		𝑣51-82(𝑡) = 	𝑉51-82 	cos(2𝜋 𝑓51-82𝑡)																																						(5.2) 

the amplitude modulated signal (figure 5.1) can be expressed according to the 

equation: 

	𝑣7-9 	(𝑡) = 𝑉51-82 	[	1 +	𝑣5675(𝑡)] 𝑐𝑜𝑠(2𝜋𝑓51-82𝑡)																							(5.3) 

and, thus, 

	𝑣7-9 	(𝑡) = 	𝑣51-82(𝑡) +
:!"#$%:!&'!

#
	cos	[2𝜋	i𝑓5675 +	𝑓51-82j	𝑡 +	𝜑5675] +

																																										:!"#$%:!&'!

#
	cos	[2𝜋i𝑓51-82 −	𝑓5675j	𝑡 +	𝜑5675]																						(5.4)  

 

Figure	 5.1	 –	 Amplitude	 modulation	 signal:	 modulation	 index	 lower	 than	 1	
(undermodulation).	
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where 𝑉5675 and 𝑓5675 represent the amplitude and the frequency of the pump 

excitation signal and 𝑉51-82 and 𝑓51-82 those of the probe wave. The modulation 

intensity the carrier wave undergoes can be expressed as the ratio between the 

amplitude of the two excitation waves (i.e., pump and probe wave). This parameter, 

generally referred to as modulation depth or modulation index, assumes values minor 

to 1. In fact, an increase in the modulation index corresponds to a 180° phase reversal 

of the carrier wave, which causes the occurrence of additional spurious components. 

Thus, when the modulation index becomes higher than 1, the system response 

becomes overmodulated (figure 5.2), and hence, the wave gets distorted, making it 

impossible to retrieve the information on the material integrity or the damage 

presence. 

Under the hypothesis of perfect linearity, the material response varies in 

proportion to the input signal, and the superposition principle holds. Therefore, if 

the displacement field applied to excite the inspected structure consists of the linear 

combination of two sine waves (namely, the pump and the probe wave), the spectrum 

of the signal response of a linear undamaged material exhibits only the two frequency 

components corresponding to the carrier and the pump excitation signals (figure 5.3). 

Conversely, the presence of internal damage (i.e., cracks, delaminations, voids, and 

discontinuities) within the sample triggers the occurrence of nonlinear mechanisms, 

due to which the material behavior deviates from the theoretical linearity. Thus, in 

order to account for the emerged nonlinearities, Hooke's Law has to be expanded 

 

Figure	 5.2	 –	 Amplitude	 modulation	 signal:	 modulation	 index	 greater	 than	 1	
(overmodulation).	
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accordingly to equation 3.4. In this context, the solution of the wave propagation 

equation (equations 3.1 and 3.5), i.e., the displacement field arising from the 

interaction of the two excitation waves can be determined by applying the 

perturbation theory. Therefore, if the zero-order solutions are assumed to be of the 

form of a pure-tone harmonic wave, the global displacement field resulting from the 

sum of the displacement fields associated with the two waves (i.e., the pump and the 

probe excitation) might be expressed as: [10]: 

𝑢	(𝑥, 𝑡) = 	𝑢5675	(𝑥, 𝑡) +	𝑢51-82 	(𝑥, 𝑡) 

𝑢	(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐴% sin 	i2𝜋𝑓5675	𝑡j	 +	𝐵% cos 	i2𝜋𝑓5675	𝑡j 	+ 	𝐴# sin	i2𝜋𝑓51-82 	𝑡j 	 +

																			𝐵# cos 	i2𝜋𝑓51-82 	𝑡j 	 																																																																																																			(5.5)  

where 𝐴& and 𝐵& are amplitude coefficients that are a function of the direction of the 

wave propagation. Consequently, the stress field associated with the two excitation 

waves can be expressed are [10]: 

𝜎	(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝐸"	𝜀	(𝑥, 𝑡) +	𝐸"𝛽	𝜀#(𝑥, 𝑡)																																						(5.6) 

and, thus [10]: 

 

Figure	5.3	–	Schematic	representation	of	the	Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustic	Modulation	
(VAM):	response	of	a	linear	undamaged	structure.	
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𝜎	(𝑥, 𝑡) = 	𝐸"	o𝐴%; sini𝜔5675𝑡j + 𝐵%; cosi𝜔5675𝑡j + 𝐴#; 𝑠𝑖𝑛i𝜔51-82𝑡j +

																				𝐵#; 𝑐𝑜𝑠i𝜔51-82𝑡jp + 𝐸"𝛽	[𝑁% 𝑐𝑜𝑠i2𝜔51-82𝑡j + 𝑁# 𝑐𝑜𝑠i2𝜔5675𝑡ji𝜔51-82𝑡j +

																				𝑁$ 𝑐𝑜𝑠[i𝜔51-82+𝜔5675)𝑡] + 𝑁< 𝑐𝑜𝑠[i𝜔51-82−𝜔5675)𝑡] +

																				𝑁= 𝑠𝑖𝑛i2𝜔51-82𝑡j + 𝑁> 𝑠𝑖𝑛i2𝜔5675𝑡ji𝜔51-82𝑡j +

																				𝑁? 𝑠𝑖𝑛[i𝜔51-82+𝜔5675)𝑡] +	𝑁@ 𝑠𝑖𝑛[i𝜔51-82−𝜔5675)𝑡]																														(5.7)  

where 𝐸" represents the linear elastic modulus, 𝛽 is the first-order elastic coefficients, 

𝜔5675 and 𝜔51-82 indicate the angular frequencies of the pump and the probe wave, 

respectively, 𝐴&; and 𝐵&; denotes derivative of 𝐴& and 𝐵& (equation 5.5), and 𝑁& is 
multiply factors that depend on the amplitude coefficients 𝐴& and 𝐵& of equation 5.5. 

It is worth noticing that when applied to the wave propagation equation (equation 

3.1), the perturbation theory allows to predict the emergence of several spectral lines. 

In fact, if the first term of Hooke's law expansion (i.e., the linear term associated 

with 𝐸") is responsible for the frequency components corresponding to the input 

frequencies, the first-order nonlinear term (namely, the contribution related to the 

nonlinear parameter 𝛽) leads to the occurrence of spectral lines at frequency values 

that are multiples of the fundamental ones, i.e., higher harmonics of both the pump 

and probe waves, as well as the modulation components. Therefore, the occurrence 

and the progression of internal damage perturbate the propagation of the two input 

waves, leading to the emergence of additional frequency components (sidebands) 

around the probing carrier frequency (figure 5.4). These modulation sidebands 

typically occur in pairs (i.e., left and right sidebands) at frequency values 

corresponding to the sum and the difference of the frequencies of the excitation 

signals: 

𝑓AB( =	𝑓51-82 	± 𝑛	𝑓5675																																																				(5.8) 

where 𝑓51-82 and 𝑓5675  are the frequency of the pump and probe waves, respectively, 

and 𝑛 is a positive integer number.  

Since the earlier applications of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation, several 

authors highlighted the dependence of the onset and the magnitude of the modulation 

sidebands on the presence of internal damaged and its severity. In this context, the 

need to quantify the nonlinear content of the structural response and, at once, 
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monitor the degradation of the material properties resulted in the definition of 

various damage indicators. Therefore, besides the amplitude of the first pair of 

modulation sidebands, the most commonly adopted damage parameter is the ratio 

between the sum of the amplitudes of the i-th pair of sidebands (𝐴AB,,2!D&  and 𝐴AB,1&0/D& ) 

and the amplitude of the probe frequency spectral component (𝐴51-82) [157] [166] 

[175]: 

𝑅 = 	
∑ 𝐴AB,,2!D& +	𝐴AB,1&0/D&E
&*%

𝐴51-82
																																									(5.8) 

More recently, many advanced signal processing techniques have been proposed 

and applied to further explore the effectiveness of the modulation sidebands as a 

damage detection tool. In this regard, in 2010, Yoder and Adams [176] developed an 

approach to investigate the influence of the probe frequency and, at once, improve 

the robustness of the VAM method for Structural Health Monitoring applications. 

To this purpose, the system response to a sweep sine probe excitation was acquired 

in the time domain and, subsequently, post-processed to extract the modulation 

 

Figure	5.4	–	Schematic	representation	of	the	Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustic	Modulation	
(VAM):	response	of	a	nonlinear	damaged	structure.	
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envelope through a Hilbert transform-based algorithm. The analysis of the short-

time Fourier transform of the extracted envelope allows quantifying the modulation 

level of the recorded signals. Later on, Sohn et al. [147] [177] proposed a signal 

processing approach to isolate the first pair of modulation sidebands, relying upon 

the idea of separately exciting the inspected structure through a pure-tone harmonic 

pump excitation and linear chirp probe excitation before the actual VAM test.  

Subsequently, the Linear Response Subtraction (LRS) algorithm was applied in the 

time domain to calculate the difference between the system response recorded under 

a simultaneous dual excitation (i.e., VAM measurement) and the signals acquired 

when the two driving signals are applied independently from each other. Then, the 

subtracted signal was demodulated to extract the spectral components corresponding 

to the first pair of modulation sidebands. In this context, comparing the amplitudes 

of the sidebands measured in intact and damaged conditions allows to retrieve 

information on both the occurrence and the evolution of internal damage. Similar to 

the above-mentioned LRS-SD algorithm, the signal processing scheme presented in 

[178] [179], aims to attain a frequency-amplitude representation of the modulation 

sidebands. To this purpose, the acquired structural response are post-processed 

through a wavelet transform-based algorithm to extract the signal envelope and 

calculate its Fourier transform. Moreover, the need to quantify the extent of internal 

damage and locate it led to the development of approaches based on the bispectral 

analysis [180], the time-reversal algorithm [181] [182] [183], and the cointegration 

analysis [184]. 

 

5.2 Nonlinear	 Vibro-Acoustics	 Modulation:	
applications	 to	 impact	 damage	 in	 composite	
materials	

Since its development, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation method has 

been widely applied to detect the onset and the progression of structural damage in 

metallic materials. To date, VAM applications include the detection of fatigue crack 

detection in steel [185] [186] [176] and aluminum [187] [177] [183], aluminum and 

steel pipes [188], aircraft fuselage panels [189]. Nevertheless, applications to 
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composite materials are fewer and mostly concern the detection of barely visible 

impact damage in laminated composites and composite sandwich panels.  

Among the first to explore the feasibility of applying the VAM method to 

composite materials, Meo and Zumpano [156] presented an experimental 

investigation on a sandwich panel cut from the firewall of a helicopter and impacted 

through a sharp indenter to produce a visible hole of 1 mm diameter and 5 mm 

depth. By comparing the spectra corresponding to the pristine and damaged 

conditions, the authors observed that the emergence of the modulation sideband 

followed the impact event. Therefore, they concluded that the spectra alone might 

provide a clear indication of the internal damage, which was said to be a combination 

of fiber breakage, matrix cracking, and core crushing. A few years later, Meo et al. 

[139] applied this technique to detect the presence of barely visible impact damage 

in unidirectional composite laminates with increasing damage severity. The results 

obtained through the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation testing highlighted the 

presence of a clear pattern of modulation sidebands in the response spectrum of the 

plate with the severest structural internal damage. Despite the details of the applied 

experimental procedure, such as the excitation frequencies of both the pump and the 

probe wave, the acquisition parameters, and the extent of the projected delaminated 

areas, are missing, the VAM method provided indications on the material integrity 

in good agreement with those obtained through the Nonlinear Resonant Ultrasound 

Spectroscopy (NRUS, section 3.2.3), demonstrating its damage detection capabilities.  

Later on, in 2010, Aymerich and Staszewski [154] further explored the 

applicability of Nonlinear Vibro-Ultrasonics to detect impact damage in a carbon-

epoxy composite laminate. The sample, which was impacted twice by a drop-weight 

testing machine to induce progressive damage, was simultaneously excited by means 

of a pump and a probe excitation in both intact and damaged conditions. In order 

to investigate the emergence and the growth of modulation sidebands and, at once, 

explore the dependence of their amplitude on both the damage severity and the 

frequency values selected for the excitation, multiple VAM tests were carried out by 

varying the pump and the probe frequency. In this regard, the averaged increase in 

the amplitude of the modulation sidebands was found to increase with the extent of 

the delaminated area (figure 5.5), even though the recorded increases were different 
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for each of the considered pump-probe frequency combinations. Moreover, the 

presence of sidebands in the spectrum of the undamaged structure (figure 5.6) led 

the authors to suggest that the clamping force applied to the sample with a servo-

hydraulic testing machine might result in additional nonlinear contributions. 

Therefore, the effects the nonlinearities associated with the boundary conditions (i.e., 

the clamping force) may produce on the effectiveness of the VAM technique were 

further investigated, showing that an increase in the clamping force corresponds to 

a decrease in the amplitude of the modulation sidebands (figure 5.7). This 

experimental evidence, i.e., reduced nonlinearity for increased clamping force, might 

be attributed to contact at the clamp-specimen interface. In fact, since raising the 

clamping force reduces the relative motion at the contact interface, the energy 

dissipation due to friction lessens. In the same year, the authors performed a second 

experimental investigation to explore the applicability of the cross-modulation 

technique [190], whose details are given in section 3.2.4. As the Nonlinear Vibro-

Acoustic Modulation, the considered method exploits the occurrence of the 

modulation sideband to provide information on the material integrity. Thus, the 

amplitude of both the spectral lines associated with the probe excitation and the 

sidebands were used to define two damage indices [190]: 

𝐷𝐼%	[𝑑𝐵] = 	 u𝐴51-82 −	𝐴ABu6(9F7F029 −	 u𝐴51-82 −	𝐴ABu9F7F029 															(5.9) 

 

 

Figure	 5.5	 –	 Average	 increase	 in	 the	 amplitude	 of	 the	 modulation	 sidebands	 in	
impact-induced	damaged	composite	plates		[154]. 
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𝐷𝐼# 	= 	
i𝑉AB 	/	𝑉51-82j9F7F029
i𝑉AB 	/	𝑉51-82j6(9F7029

− 1																																								(5.10) 

where 𝐴51-82 and 𝑉51-82 indicate the amplitude of the probe frequency spectral 

component measured in dB and volts, respectively, and 𝐴AB and 𝑉AB are the average 

amplitude of the first pair of sidebands expressed in dB and volts. Their variation 

with respect to the impact energy and the extent of the delaminated area reveal the 

sensitivity of both indexes to the onset of impact-induced damage in laminated 

composite samples. 

 

Figure	5.6	–	Power	spectra	of	the	acoustic	response	of	a	laminated	composite	plate	
in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions		[154].	

	

Figure	5.7	–	Spectral	magnitude	of	the	acoustic	response	of	a	laminated	composite	
plate	for	different	clamping	forces		[154].	
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More recently, a great research effort has been devoted to investigating the 

influence of the excitation frequency selection on the efficacy of the VAM and its 

capability to provide a clear indication of the presence of structural damage. In 2013, 

Klepka et al. [157] applied the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation to detect both 

the onset and the progression of impact damage in a chiral-core composite sandwich 

and, at once, analyzed the influence of the pump frequency selection on the VAM 

performance. To this purpose, the authors selected the frequency values associated 

with a global torsional mode shape, a pure flexural mode, and a combined torsional-

flexural mode shape. Therefore, for each of the considered excitation scenarios, the 

modulation index was calculated accordingly with equation 5.4 and, subsequently, 

plotted against the excitation level (figure 5.8). The obtained results showed that the 

considered index varied almost monotonically with the driving amplitude for two out 

of the three selected pumping frequencies. Later on, Klepka et al. [178] attempted to 

investigate the effect of both the pump and the probe frequency selection on the 

Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation performance. In this context, the authors 

picked out two ultrasonic probe frequencies and the frequency values of the 5th and 

the 7th mode shape of the inspected composite plate. Based on the evidence that 

changing either the pump or the probe wave might result in significant variation of 

the nonlinear content of the system response, it was observed that higher intensities 

of modulation derive from selecting pump frequencies that excite the delaminated 

interfaces with predominant out-of-plane motion and ultrasonic probe frequencies 

that match the natural resonances of the damage itself. 

 

Figure	5.8	–	Modulation	intensity	as	a	function	of	the	pump	excitation	amplitude	for	
different	pumping	frequencies	[157].	
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To conclude, the state of the art on the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation 

demonstrates the applicability and the effectiveness of this approach to provide 

information on the occurrence and the progression of internal damage in composite 

materials, and, at once, assuring a higher sensitivity than the traditional linear 

approaches. Nevertheless, the experimental studies conducted so far highlight that 

the method performance might be considerably affected by several parameters, i.e., 

the selection of excitation frequencies, the nonlinearities arising from boundaries and 

instrumentation. In particular, the boundary conditions might prevent the clear 

identification and characterization of the internal damage. In fact, boundary 

conditions are susceptible to introducing nonlinear effects that overlap with those 

strictly related to the material nonlinearity and, thus, mask the effects associated 

with the onset of internal damage. Similarly, since electronic devices and components 

have inherent nonlinearities, the measurement chain might influence the response of 

the inspected system and reduce the chance to detect the presence of damage by 

triggering the emergence of additional nonlinear effects. In addition, the lack of a 

robust algorithm to select the proper excitation frequencies, i.e., those with the 

highest sensitivity to internal damage, might result in low analysis effectiveness and, 

thus, the inability to provide clear indications of both the damage presence and 

severity. Moreover, since the frequencies of the two excitation signals (i.e., pump and 

probe signals) are commonly picked out among the natural frequencies of the 

inspected structure, preliminary modal analysis is required, making the procedure 

cumbersome and time-consuming. The need to further assessing whether the selection 

of these parameters (i.e., boundary conditions, excitation frequency, and actuation-

sensing configuration) may affect the performance of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation resulted in the development of the experimental campaign described in 

the following section. 

 

5.3 Experimental	investigations	

Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation tests have been conducted on three 

identical composite beams (also referred to as B1, B2, and B3 in the following 

sections) manufactured from Seal Texipreg ®HS160/REM carbon/epoxy prepreg 
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plies accordingly with the procedure described in detail in section 4.3.1. The 

composite samples were cut from a laminate with a [0/90]3s stacking sequence, which 

was cured in autoclave at a pressure of 8 bar and a maximum temperature of 160 °C 

in the shape of a 530 mm x 59 mm beam with a thickness of 2 mm. Before being 

tested under different boundary conditions and through different actuation-sensing 

scenarios (table 5.1), the composite beams were ultrasonically C-scanned to exclude 

the presence of manufacturing defects. 

 

 Boundary conditions Pump actuator Probe actuator Sensor 

Sample B1 
  

  

Supported at one end Shaker PZT Accelorometer 

Sample B2 
 

   

Free-Free Stack actuator PZT PZT 

Sample B3   
 

 

Supported at one end Shaker PZT PZT - 
Accelerometer 

Sample B3  
  

 

Supported at one end Stack actuator PZT 
PZT - 

Accelerometer 

Table	5.1	–	Test	scenarios	considered	for	the	three	inspected	composite	samples. 
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5.3.1 Sample	B1	

The composite sample B1 was instrumented with two transducers: a PI 

Ceramic PIC 151 low-profile piezoelectric transducer (10 mm diameter and 1 mm 

thickness) glued to the beam top surface through a two-component epoxy adhesive 

and wired through welded connectors (figure 5.9), and a DYTRAN 3224A1 micro-

accelerometer attached to the beam top surface through a thin wax layer. 

Aiming at introducing damage in the sample, the drop-weight testing machine 

described in section 4.3.2 was equipped with a hemispherical indenter (10 mm 

diameter) and employed to hit the composite specimen with an impact energy of 1.8 

J and 2.4 J. The penetrant-enhanced X-radiography taken to characterize the extent 

 

Figure	5.9	–	Composite	sample	B1	and	scheme	of	the	experimental	set-up	adopted	
for	the	Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustic	Modulation	tests.	
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and the nature of the internal damage resulting from the two impact events (also 

referred to as D1 and D2 in the following sections) revealed that the induced impact 

damage is mainly a combination of matrix cracks and delaminations at various 

interfaces of the laminated beam (figure 5.10). Nonetheless, some minor fiber 

breakage occurred at the indentation area after the 2.4 J impact. Moreover, the 

projected delamination areas corresponding to the two damage levels are 31.5 mm2 

and 92 mm2, respectively. 

 

5.3.1.1 Modal	analysis		

Since the selection of the pump frequency requires preliminary experimental 

modal analyses, the laminated composite beam was excited through a linear sweep 

sine starting from 1 Hz and crossing 1000 Hz in 15 s. The input signal was generated 

by an Agilent 33200A function generator driving a Modal Shop K2007E01 

electrodynamic shaker (figure 5.9). The connection between sample and shaker 

consists of a threaded aluminum stud, whose right end was glued to the bottom 

surface of the laminated beam by a two-component epoxy adhesive, and the left one 

connected to the threaded hole of the shaker (figure 5.9). The response of the 

	

Figure	 5.10	 –	 X-ray	 images	 of	 the	 damaged	 areas	 corresponding	 to	 the	 tow	
considered	impact	severities.	
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inspected sample monitored with the miniature accelerometer DYTRAN 3224A1 

mounted on the axis of the beam was subsequently fed into a DYTRAN 4105C 

conditioner set to amplify its input signal by a factor of 100. Then, a National 

Instrument NI9234 PC-controlled data acquisition unit was used for recording ten 

data sets, allowing the calculation of the average Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of 

the beam response and, thus, improving the signal-to-noise ratio. Three frequencies, 

namely 155 Hz, 282 Hz, and 494 Hz, were selected for the pump excitation in the 

VAM experiments (figure 5.11). In order to evaluate the mode shapes associated with 

these three frequencies, a 3D finite element model of the inspected structure, i.e., the 

set of the aluminum stud and the composite beam, was developed in Abaqus. The 

results obtained discretizing the aluminum stud with 10-nodes solid tetrahedral 

elements and the sample with 8-nodes brick element highlighted that the mode 

shapes corresponding to the selected frequencies are mainly characterized by out-of-

plane bending (figure 5.12).  

As regarding the carrier frequency selection, a procedure analogous to that 

described above was applied. In fact, a broadband a line sweep sine wave s starting 

from 1 kHz and reaching 7.5 kHz in 15 s was generated through an Agilent 33200A 

function generator and fed into the electrodynamic shaker. The composite beam 

response was sensed and acquired at the miniature accelerometer location. Ten data 

sets were recorded and post-processed in Matlab to calculate the magnitude of the 

 

Figure	5.11	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	accelerometer	
location	in	the	low-frequency	range.	
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average power spectrum. Aiming to assess whether selecting a resonance as the 

probing frequency might affect the effectiveness of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation, a resonance frequency, namely 7180 Hz, and a generic frequency value, 

i.e., 6710 Hz, were selected for the subsequent VAM test (figure 5.13).  

In the end, the need to investigate the role of the two excitation frequencies 

on both the sensitivity and the efficacy of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation 

method led to select three pump and two probe frequency values. Moreover, assessing 

 

Figure	 5.12	 –	Numerically	 predicted	mode	 shapes	 relative	 to	 the	 selected	 pump	
frequencies.	

	

Figure	5.13	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	accelerometer	
location	in	the	high-frequency	range.	
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the influence of the pump excitation level on the VAM ability to provide clear 

indications of the occurrence of internal damage make it necessary to consider three 

amplitude levels for each pump frequency. Thus, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation tests were carried out on a total of eighteen different scenarios (table 

5.2). 

  

5.3.1.2 Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustic	Modulation	tests	

The Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation tests were conducted by driving 

the piezoelectric transducer (PZT) with a high-frequency monoharmonic sinusoidal 

signal (namely, probe excitation wave) and simultaneously exciting the selected low-

frequency mode shape through the electrodynamic shaker (figure 5.9). Concerning 

the excitation level, while the magnitude of the probe signal was set to 20 Vpp and 

kept unchanged for the entire duration of the measurement campaign, the amplitude 

of the pump signal was varied in the considered range accordingly to the experimental 

plan of table 5.2. The system response to the two concurrent impinging waves has 

Probe frequency Pump frequency Pump amplitude 

 152 Hz 0.5Vpp 1.0 Vpp 2.0 Vpp 

6710 Hz 282 Hz 2.0 Vpp 4.0 Vpp 6.0 Vpp 

 494 Hz 1.0 Vpp 2.0 Vpp 3.0 Vpp 

 152 Hz 0.2 Vpp 0.5 Vpp 1.0 Vpp 

7180 Hz 282 Hz 2.0 Vpp 4.0 Vpp 6.0 Vpp 

 494 Hz 1.0 Vpp 2.0 Vpp 3.0 Vpp 

Table	5.2	–	Damage	characterization:	main	features	of	the	impact	damage	at	each	of	
the	three	considered	damage	severities	
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been sensed at the miniature accelerometer location and recorded with a National 

Instrument NI9234 digitizer at a 51.2 kSa/s sampling rate. In this context, for any 

of the considered excitation scenarios, thirty data sets consisting of 256 kpoints have 

been acquired and post-processed in Matlab to determine their averaged Fast Fourier 

Transform and, subsequently, extract the average amplitude of the first pair 

modulation sideband.  

 

5.3.1.3 Results	 	

In order to retrieve information on both the emergence and the growth of 

modulation sidebands, the power spectra of the response of the laminated composite 

beam were zoomed on a window centered on the probe frequency. Purely by way of 

example, figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the magnitude of the specimen response spectra 

acquired both before (i.e., pristine condition) and after the two low-velocity impacts 

(i.e., damaged conditions) in correspondence of a pump excitation of 4 Vpp at a 

frequency of 282 Hz together with a simultaneous probe excitation of 20 Vpp at a 

frequency of 6710 Hz and 7180 Hz, respectively. In particular, focusing on the graphs 

of figure 5.14 makes it possible to observe that when the probe frequency value was 

set to 6710 Hz, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustics Modulation provided clear indications 

on both the onset of internal damage and its progression. In fact, as the spectral 

response of the undamaged beam did not exhibit spectral lines besides those 

associated with the two excitation signals (namely, the pump and the probe 

excitations), the emergence of the additional spectral components corresponding to 

the first pair of modulation sidebands might be observed only after the first impact. 

Moreover, increasing the damage severity through a second impact event induced an 

increase in the amplitude of both the left and right sidebands. More in detail, when 

advancing from damage level D1 to damage level D2, the average amplitude of the 

first pair of the modulation sidebands was observed to almost double. Conversely, 

the spectra acquired at a probe excitation frequency of 7180 Hz and a pump frequency 

of 282 Hz (figure 5.15) reveal that after the first impact (i.e., damage level D1), a 

modulation sideband emerged on the left side of the carrier frequency and then 

disappeared when the damage severity was increased to level D2. According to these 

results, it might be concluded that given a certain level of the pump excitation 
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amplitude, the capabilities of the VAM to detect the presence of internal damage 

may depend on the choice of both the excitation frequencies.  

 Aiming to assess the ability of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustics Modulation to 

provide information on the evolution of the damage process, the average amplitude 

of the first pair of modulation sidebands has been assumed as a damage indicator. 

Moreover, to further investigate the role of both the amplitude of the pump wave 

and the selection of the excitation frequency on the method efficacy, the amplitude 

of the modulation sidebands was extracted from the response spectra associated with 

 

Figure	5.14	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	accelerometer	
location	 in	 both	 pristine	 and	 damaged	 conditions:	 probe	 frequency	 6710	 Hz	 and	
pump	frequency	282	Hz	(4	Vpp	amplitude).	

 

Figure	5.15	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	accelerometer	
location	 in	 both	 pristine	 and	 damaged	 conditions:	 probe	 frequency	 7180	 Hz	 and	
pump	frequency	282	Hz	(4	Vpp	amplitude).	
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each of the considered pump-probe frequency combinations (table 5.2) and, then, 

plotted as a function of the pump excitation amplitude. The graphs of figures 5.16 

and 5.17, which correspond to a probe frequency of 6710 Hz and 7180 Hz, 

respectively, highlight the overall ability of the nonlinear VAM technique to identify 

the occurrence of the damage induced by the two low-velocity impacts, even though 

their comparison reveals that picking out the probe frequency among the system 

high-frequency resonances does not necessarily enhance the VAM detection 

performances. Therefore, as mentioned above, the selection of both the pump and 

the probe frequency might significantly affect the effectiveness of the nonlinear vibro-

acoustic approach.  

The experimental data show that increases in the pump excitation level or the 

damage severity mostly led to an increase in the amplitude of the sidebands (figures 

5.16 and 5.17). More in detail, the results obtained at the maximum pump excitation 

levels point out that the amplitude of the modulation sidebands extracted from the 

response of the damaged sample tends to be higher than those measured in pristine 

conditions. Nevertheless, in some cases (see figures 5.17a and 5.17c) the sideband 

amplitude relative to the undamaged specimen is comparable to that measured for 

the damaged beam. These results indicate that at low pump excitation levels, the 

nonlinear VAM sensitivity decays due to the difficulty in measuring low-level signals, 

whose amplitude is close to the background noise floor, or the need of attaining 

minimum excitation energy to trigger the nonlinear mechanisms underlying the 

interaction between the two impinging waves.  

In addition, it can be noted that for some of the considered pump-probe 

frequency combinations (figure 5.16c and 5.17b), the amplitude of the sidebands 

observed at the most severe damage (namely, D2) is lower than that recorded after 

the introduction of the first damage level (i.e., D1). This evidence might be attributed 

to two main reasons: (1) the small extent of the damaged regions and (2) the 

similarities between the two considered damage severities. In fact, since the two 

impact-induced damage levels mostly consist of delamination and matrix cracking, 

the nonlinear wave perturbation mechanisms occurring at the two damage states are 

not supposed to be significantly different.  
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Figure	 5.16	 –	 Average	 amplitudes	 of	 the	 first	 pair	 of	 modulation	 sidebands	
measured	for	the	different	damage	conditions	at	increasing	pump	excitation	levels.	
The	data	plotted	in	the	graphs	correspond	to	a	probe	frequency	of	6710	Hz	and	
pump	frequencies	of	152	Hz	(a),	282	Hz	(b)	and	494	Hz	(c),	respectively.	
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Figure	5.17	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
for	 the	different	damage	conditions	at	 increasing	pump	excitation	 levels.	The	data	
plotted	 in	 the	 graphs	 correspond	 to	 a	 probe	 frequency	 of	 7180	 Hz	 and	 pump	
frequencies	of	152	Hz	(a),	282	Hz	(b)	and	494	Hz	(c),	respectively. 
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5.3.2 Samples	B2	

Aiming to explore the influence of the sensor positioning on the effectiveness 

of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation, a second beam, referred to as sample 

B2, was simply supported on a thin layer of foam and instrumented with four 

piezoelectric transducers, which were glued on the sample top surface through a thin 

layer of a two-component epoxy adhesive and, subsequently, wired through welded 

connectors. More in detail, the two PI Ceramic PIC 151 low-profile piezoceramic 

transducers (10 mm diameter, 1 mm thickness) at locations S1 and S2 (figure 5.18) 

were employed to sense the system response, while the PI PL055.31 stack actuator 

and the third piezoceramic transducer (at location A1 in figure 5.18) were used to 

drive the sample. 

 

Figure	5.18	–	Composite	sample	B2	and	scheme	of	the	experimental	set-up	adopted	
for	the	Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustic	Modulation	tests.	
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 In order to induce the emergence of different damage severities, the composite 

sample was impacted by means of a hemispherical indenter of 10 mm diameter that, 

mounted on the impactor of the drop-weight testing machine described in section 

4.3.2, was dropped from different heights to achieve increasing impact energy levels. 

Characterized by taking penetrant-enhanced X-radiographies through an HP 

Faxitron cabinet, the internal damage resulting from two consecutive impact loads 

at 1.9 J and 3.5 J mainly consists of a combination of matrix cracks and 

delaminations at various interfaces of the laminated beam, even though some minor 

fiber breakage occurred at the indentation area after the first impact (figure 5.19). 

The extent of the projected delamination areas corresponding to the two damage 

levels, referred to as D1 and D2 in the following sections, is 36 mm2 and 160 mm2, 

respectively.  

 

5.3.2.1 Modal	analysis	

Identifying the frequency for both the pump and the probe excitation requires 

carrying out preliminary experimental modal analyses. To this purpose, the 

composite sample was excited through a series of linear sine sweeps that, individually 

 

Figure	 5.19	 –	 X-ray	 images	 of	 the	 damaged	 areas	 corresponding	 to	 the	 tow	
considered	impact	severities.	
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covering a range of 200 Hz in 4s, allowed the piecewise determination of the beam 

spectrum over the whole range between 1 and 1300 Hz. The excitation signals were 

generated by means of a TTI-TGA1241 function generator and amplified by a factor 

of 10 through a PI E505.00 high-voltage linear amplifier, whose output was fed into 

the PI PL055.31 stack actuator (figure 5.18). Instead, the system response was 

monitored and recorded at the sensor locations S1 and S2 through the Cleverscope 

CS328A acquisition unit. Moreover, the need to increase the signal-to-noise ratio 

results in acquiring ten data sets, which were post-processed in Matlab to calculate 

the average Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and, thus, facilitate the identification of 

the system resonance frequencies. Three natural frequencies of the laminated 

composite beam, namely 329 Hz, 651 Hz, and 1174 Hz (evidenced in figure 5.20), 

were selected for the pump/modal excitation in the subsequent VAM experiments. 

Concerning the selection of the probe excitation, an analogous procedure is 

applied. In this case, the piezo-transducer at location A1 (figure 5.17) was used to 

excite the sample by means of a series of linear sweep sine signals generated by a 

TTi-TG5011 function generator to cover 5 kHz in 10 s and, then, amplified through 

an FLC F20A amplifier by a factor of 20. The system response was acquired at the 

two sensor locations S1 and S2 through the Cleverscope CS328A acquisition unit at 

a 4 MSa/s sampling rate. Then, ten data sets were recorded and used to calculate 

 

Figure	5.20	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S1	in	the	low-frequency	range.	
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the average spectrum (figure 5.21). In order to assess whether the selection of probing 

frequency might affect the effectiveness of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation, 

two resonance frequencies, namely 27633 Hz and 43059 Hz, were selected for the 

VAM tests. 

 

5.3.2.2 Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustic	Modulation	tests	

During the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation tests, a high-frequency 

monoharmonic sinusoidal signal (namely, probe excitation wave) was fed into the 

composite sample through the piezoelectric transducer at location A1 of figure 5.18 

The amplitude of the probe signal, generated by a TTi-TG5011 function and 

amplified 20 times with an FLC F20A amplifier, was set to 2 Vpp. This amplitude 

value, which was kept unchanged for all the considered testing scenarios, refers to 

the output of the employed function generator. Simultaneously, a low-frequency 

pure-tone harmonic signal, whose amplitude was ranged between 1 Vpp and 5 Vpp in 

1 Vpp steps (values at function generator output), was applied through the stack 

actuator to excite the selected low-frequency mode shape. The system response to 

the two concurrent impinging waves was sensed at the two sensor locations, i.e., S1 

and S2, and recorded with Cleverscope CS328A acquisition unit at a 2 MSa/s 

 

Figure	5.21	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S1	in	the	high-frequency	range.	
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sampling rate. In this context, for any of the six considered excitation scenarios, 

twenty data sets consisting of 2 Mpoints each have been acquired and post-processed 

in Matlab to determine their averaged Fast Fourier Transform and, subsequently, 

extract the average amplitude of the first pair modulation sideband. 

 

5.3.2.3 Results	

Detecting the occurrence of modulation sidebands and monitoring their 

evolution require zooming the sample power spectra around the spectral line 

corresponding to the probe frequency. Hence, purely by way of example, figures 5.22 

and 5.23 show the spectral magnitude of the signals acquired at the two considered 

sensor locations (namely, S2 and S1) when the inspected sample was driven through 

a pump excitation of 2 Vpp at a frequency of 329 Hz together with a probe excitation 

of 2 Vpp at a frequency of 27633 Hz. In particular, focusing on the spectra 

corresponding to the signal recorded at the sensor location S2 (figure 5.22) makes it 

possible to observe that the response of the pristine sample did not exhibit any 

additional spectral components besides those associated with the two excitation 

waves. In fact, the emergence of the first pair of modulation sidebands, whose 

amplitude was found to slightly increase when advancing from damage severity D1 

to damage level D2, was triggered by the impact at 1.9 J. Therefore, even though 

the probe and pump frequencies invariably dominated the response of the composite 

sample, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation managed to both identify the onset 

of internal damage and monitor its progression.  

Similar considerations may apply to the spectra acquired at sensor location 

S1 (figure 5.23), in which increasing impact energy led to an increase in the amplitude 

of the modulation sidebands. Nonetheless, it is worth noticing that a clear pattern of 

modulation sidebands is already visible in the spectrum of the pristine sample 

response. Besides pointing out the existence of no damage-related nonlinearities (i.e., 

contact and friction effects) that might arise from the interaction between the 

inspected structure and the boundary, this evidence reveals the effectiveness of the 

Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation to be affected by the sensor positioning relative 

to the excitation points and thus, on the relative path through which the impinging  
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waves propagate. In addition, the power spectra acquired at sensor location S1 for a 

probe excitation of 43059 Hz at 2 Vpp and a pump frequency of 329 Hz at 2 Vpp 

(figure 5.24) reveal similar features. In fact, although already detectable in the 

response of the pristine sample, the modulation sidebands monotonically increase 

 

Figure	5.22	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S2	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	27633	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	329	Hz	(2	Vpp	amplitude).	

	

 

Figure	5.23	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S1	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	27633	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	329	Hz	(2	Vpp	amplitude).	
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with the damage severity. However, after the 3.5 J impact (i.e., damage level D2), 

the average increase in their amplitude was found to be significantly higher than that 

measured when a probe frequency of 27633 Hz was applied to drive the composite 

sample. Thus, under a specific testing scenario, the VAM capability to detect the 

presence of internal damage appears to depend on the choice of the probe excitation 

frequency. 

Aiming to assess the effectiveness of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustics 

Modulation in detecting the presence of barely visible impact damage in composite 

materials, the average amplitude of the first pair of modulation sidebands was 

assumed as a damage indicator. Thus, the amplitude values were extracted from the 

power spectra of the acquired system response for each of the considered pump-probe 

frequency combinations and, subsequently, plotted as a function of the pump 

excitation amplitude. In this context, figures 5.25 and 5.26 show the results obtained 

at a probe excitation of 27633 Hz at the sensor locations S1 and S2, respectively. 

Analogously, figures 5.27 and 5.28 refer to the beam response at sensor locations S1 

and S2 under a probe frequency of 43059 Hz. 

The data reassumed in the graphs highlight the overall ability of the nonlinear 

Vibro-Acoustic Modulation technique to identify the onset of impact damage and 

monitor its evolution. In this context, it is worth noticing that for two of the 

 

Figure	5.24	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S1	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	43059	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	329	Hz	(2	Vpp	amplitude).	
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considered pump frequencies, namely 329 Hz and 651 Hz, the method retrieved the 

presence of significant differences between the amplitude of the sidebands measured 

in pristine and damaged conditions (see for example 5.25a, 5.25b, 5.27a, and 5.27b) 

and, thus, provided clear indications of the damage occurred after the two impacts. 

Conversely, vibrating the sample at a pump frequency of 1174 Hz (figures 5.25c, 

5.26c, 5.27c, and 5.28c) did not result in a monotonic increase in the amplitude of 

the sidebands with the damage severity, inferring the dependence of the VAM 

effectiveness on the frequency selected for the pump excitation. Similarly, the 

performance of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic technique was found to be affected by 

probe excitation frequency. In this perspective, focusing on the data acquired at a 

pump frequency of 651 Hz at the two considered probe frequencies highlights 

differences in the indications provided by the method. As shown in figure 5.26b, 

setting the probe frequency to 27633 Hz led the amplitude of the first pair of 

modulation sidebands to monotonically increase with the damage severity, enabling 

the detection of both the damage onset and its progression. Conversely, when the 

43059 Hz probe frequency was used (figure 5.28b), the sideband amplitudes measured 

at damage level D2 were significantly lower than those attained both in pristine 

conditions and after the 1.9 J impact (i.e., damage level D1). These findings confirm 

the results of previous studies [186] [187] [191], which showed the damage detection 

capabilities of nonlinear vibroacoustic approaches to be affected by the frequencies 

selected for both the pump and the probe wave. 

It has to be noticed that with the only exceptions of figure 5.26c, the amplitude 

of the sidebands proportionally increased with the amplitude of the pump excitation. 

Therefore, even though for some of the considered testing scenarios (figures 5.25a, 

5.26a, 5.26b, and 5.28b), the level of the sidebands recorded for the severest damage 

severity (i.e., damage level D2) is lower than or close to that recorded after the 1.9 

J impact (i.e., damage level D1), the data acquired at the maximum pump excitation 

level reveal that the amplitude of the modulation sidebands is generally higher than 

that measured on the undamaged beam. Due to the small size of the damaged areas 

and the similarities in the features of the two impact-induced damage levels, which 

mainly consist of matrix cracking and delamination damage modes (figure 5.19), the 

nonlinear mechanisms involved in the wave perturbation did not lead to significant 

differences in the induced modulation process.  
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Figure	5.25	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S1.	The	data	plotted	in	the	graphs	correspond	to	a	probe	frequency	
of	27633	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	329	Hz	(a),	651	Hz	(b)	and	1174	Hz	(c).	
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Figure	5.26	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S2.	The	data	plotted	in	the	graphs	correspond	to	a	probe	frequency	
of	27633	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	329	Hz	(a),	651	Hz	(b)	and	1174	Hz	(c). 
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Figure	5.27	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S1.	The	data	plotted	in	the	graphs	correspond	to	a	probe	frequency	
of	43059	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	329	Hz	(a),	651	Hz	(b)	and	1174	Hz	(c). 
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Figure	5.28	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S2.	The	data	plotted	in	the	graphs	correspond	to	a	probe	frequency	
of	43059	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	329	Hz	(a),	651	Hz	(b)	and	1174	Hz	(c). 
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Furthermore, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation sensitivity to damage 

of the method also appears to decay when the amplitude of the pump vibration 

decreases. In fact, at the low pump excitation level (i.e., 1 Vpp), the average sideband 

amplitude recorded for the undamaged beam is broadly comparable or even higher 

than that measured for the D1 or D2 damaged beam (figure 5.27b and 5.28b). Aside 

from the difficulty in measuring low-level signals close to or below the background 

noise floor, this loss of sensitivity at low excitation levels may be due to the need to 

provide a minimum amount of energy to trigger the nonlinear mechanisms underlying 

the interaction between the two impinging waves. Nonetheless, it is worth remarking 

that some of the considered pump-probe frequency combinations induced the 

emergence of a clear pattern of modulation sidebands in the response of the 

undamaged sample. Especially at the lowest pump excitation levels, the amplitude 

of these spectral components is comparable to that measured at damage level D1 

(see, for example, figures 5.25a, 5.27a, and 5.28a). As already mentioned when 

analyzing the power spectra of figure 5.23 and 5.24, this evidence may be linked to 

the emergence of no damage-related mechanisms that mostly rely upon inherent 

material nonlinearities (i.e., fiber/matrix internal friction and flaws) and nonlinear 

contact effects occurring at boundaries. In this perspective, besides damping the 

beam vibrations, the interaction between the inspected sample and the thin foam 

layer acting as support might trigger the emergence of nonlinear mechanisms whose 

effects may overlap with those associated with the material damage.  

Finally, purely by way of example, figures 5.29 and 5.30 represent the averaged 

increase in the amplitude of the sidebands measured at the sensor location S1 and 

S2 when a pump frequency of 329 Hz was applied together with a probe frequency 

of 27633 Hz and 43059 Hz, respectively. In this context, given a pump-probe 

frequency combination, comparing the graphs referring to the two sensor locations 

allows noticing that the averaged sidebands amplitude increments measured at sensor 

location S1 monotonically vary both with respect to the damage severity than to the 

pump excitation amplitude. Therefore, sensing the response of the composite beam 

at location S1 allows retrieving more accurate information on the progression of 

internal damage than that provided by sensor S2. Thus, the Nonlinear Vibro-

Acoustic Modulation performance (i.e., efficacy and the sensitivity) appears to 
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depend on the sensor positioning relative to both the excitation sources and the 

supports and, thus, the path through which the excitation waves propagate. 

 

 

Figure	 5.29	 –	 Average	 increase	 in	 the	 amplitude	 of	 the	 modulation	 sidebands	
measured	at	a	probe	frequency	of	27633	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	329	Hz.	

	

 

Figure	 5.30	 –	 Average	 increase	 in	 the	 amplitude	 of	 the	 modulation	 sidebands	
measured	at	a	probe	frequency	of	43059	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	329	Hz.	
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5.3.3 Sample	B3	

The need to explore the effects of the actuation source on the effectiveness of 

the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustics Modulation led to instrument the third laminated 

composite beam, referred to as sample B3 (figure 5.31), with a PI PL055.31 stack 

actuator and concurrently mount it on a Bruel & Kjaer 4809 electrodynamic shaker 

by means of a threaded aluminum stud, which was glued to the beam by a two-

component epoxy adhesive on one end and connected to the threaded hole of the 

shaker on the other end. At the same time, to further investigate the role of the 

positioning and the type of the employed sensors on both the efficacy and the 

sensitivity of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustics Modulation, a sensing apparatus 

consisting of two PI Ceramic PIC 151 low-profile piezoceramic transducers of 10 mm 

diameter and 1 mm thickness and two accelerometers, namely a Brüel & Kjær 4375 

and a Brüel & Kjær 4385 piezoelectric charge accelerometers, was mounted on the 

beam top surface. More in detail, while the piezoelectric transducers were glued at 

locations S2 and S3 (figure 5.31) through a thin layer of a two-component epoxy 

adhesive and, subsequently, wired through welded connectors, the two accelerometers 

were bonded through a thin wax layer at locations S4 and S5 (figure 5.31).  

 

Figure	5.31	–	Schematic	diagram	of	the	composite	sample	B3.	
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The laminated composite beam was tested in pristine (i.e., undamaged) 

conditions and after an impact of 1.9 J energy. Applied through a drop-weight testing 

machine (see section 4.3.2) provided with a hemispheric indenter of 10 mm diameter, 

the low-velocity transverse impact load triggered the onset of a typical barely visible 

impact damage (BVID). The penetrant-enhanced X-radiography taken through an 

HP Faxitron cabinet to characterize the resulting internal damage (figure 5.32) 

highlighted the presence of both matrix cracks and delaminations whose projected 

area was 40 mm2. 

 

5.3.3.1 Modal	analysis	

Identifying the frequency for both the pump and the probe excitation requires 

carrying out preliminary experimental modal analyses. According to the procedure 

applied to determine the test frequencies for the sample B2 (see paragraph 6.3.3), 

the composite sample was excited through a series of linear sine sweeps that, 

	

Figure	5.32	–	Impacted	region	(a)	and	X-ray	image	of	the	internal	damage	induced	
through	a	low-velocity	transverse	impact	load	at	1.9	J.	
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individually covering a range of 200 Hz in 4 s, allowed the piecewise determination 

of the beam spectrum over the whole range between 1 and 1200 Hz. The excitation 

signals were generated by means of a TTI-TGA1241 function generator and amplified 

through a Bruel & Kjaer 2706 power amplifier, whose output was fed into the Bruel 

& Kjaer 4809 electrodynamic shaker (figure 5.33). The system response was 

monitored and recorded at the three sensor locations (i.e., S2, S3, and S4) with two 

14 bit, 100MSa/s PC-controlled oscilloscopes, namely a Cleverscope CS328A and a 

Cleverscope CS328 (figure 5.33). Connecting the two acquisition units through a link 

cable allows synchronizing their triggers and, thus, simultaneously acquiring the 

composite sample response at the piezoceramic transducer locations (i.e., S2 and S3) 

and the accelerometer position (namely, S4) at a 2 MSa/s sampling rate. In order to 

 

Figure	5.33	–	Composite	sample	B3:	scheme	of	the	experimental	set-up	adopted	for	
the	modal	analysis	and	the	second	series	of	Nonlinear	VAM	tests.	
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increase the signal-to-noise ratio, ten data sets were recorded and post-processed in 

Matlab to calculate the average power spectrum and, at once, facilitate the 

identification of the resonance frequencies of the inspected sample. Three natural 

frequencies of the laminated composite beam, i.e., 145 Hz, 316 Hz, 510 Hz, and 760 

Hz (figures 5.34, 5.35, and 5.36), were picked for the pump/modal excitation in the 

subsequent VAM tests. 

 

Figure	 5.34	 –	 Power	 spectrum	 of	 the	 system	 response	 acquired	 through	 a	
piezoceramic	transducer	at	the	sensor	location	S2	in	the	low-frequency	range.	

	

	

Figure	 5.35	 –	 Power	 spectrum	 of	 the	 system	 response	 acquired	 through	 a	
piezoceramic	transducer	at	the	sensor	location	S3	in	the	low-frequency	range.	
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Concerning the selection of the probe frequency values, a similar procedure 

was applied. To this purpose, the sample was driven through the piezoceramic 

transducer at location S1, which has been fed with a series of linear sweep sine signals 

generated by a TTi-TG5011 function generator to cover 5 kHz in 10 s and 

subsequently amplified by a factor of 20 through an FLC F20A amplifier. The system 

response was acquired at the four sensor locations through the Cleverscope 

acquisition units at a 2 MSa/s sampling rate. Then, ten data sets were recorded and 

used to calculate the average Fast Fourier Transform in the range between 5 kHz 

and 30 kHz (figures 5.37, 5.38, and 5.39). In order to assess whether picking the 

	

Figure	5.36	–	Power	spectrum	of	 the	system	response	acquired	 through	a	charge	
accelerometer	at	the	sensor	location	S4	in	the	low-frequency	range.	

	

Figure	5.37	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	in	the	high-frequency	
range	at	sensor	location	S2.	
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probe frequency in the ultrasonic range rather than in the acoustic one may affect 

the ability of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation to provide clear indications 

on the material integrity, two resonance frequencies, namely 21070 Hz and 16390 Hz, 

were selected for the VAM tests. 

 

5.3.3.2 Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustic	Modulation	tests	

Aiming to investigate the effects the actuation system may produce on both 

the efficacy and the sensitivity of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustics Modulation, two 

 

Figure	5.38	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	in	the	high-frequency	
range	at	sensor	location	S3.	

	

Figure	5.39	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	in	the	high-frequency	
range	at	sensor	location	S4.	
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series of experimental tests, differing in the kind of actuator used to excite the 

selected low-frequency mode shape (i.e., the pump excitation), were conducted. In 

the first set of measurements, the piezoceramic transducer at location S1 (figure 5.40) 

was driven through a high-frequency pure-tone harmonic signal (i.e., probe excitation 

wave) generated by a TTi-TG5011 function generator and, subsequently, amplified 

20 times with an FLC F20A power amplifier. Concurrently, a pump excitation signal, 

generated by a TTI-TGA1241 function generator and amplified through a PI 

E501.00 high voltage linear amplifier, was fed into the PI PL055.31 stack actuator 

to vibrate the laminated composite beam (figure 5.40). By referring to the value set  

 

Figure	5.40	–	Composite	sample	B3:	scheme	of	the	experimental	set-up	adopted	to	
carry	out	the	first	series	of	Nonlinear	Vibro-Acoustics	Modulation	tests.	
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on the displays of the function generators, the amplitude of the carrier wave was 

fixed to 125 mVpp and kept unchanged for all the considered testing scenarios. 

However, the need to explore the role of the pump excitation level on the VAM 

performance resulted in considering four different amplitude levels for the pump 

frequency (namely, 0.5 Vpp, 1 Vpp, 2 Vpp, and 4 Vpp). Conversely, in the second series 

of VAM measurements, the selected low-frequency resonance was excited employing 

a Bruel & Kjaer 4809 electrodynamic shaker (figure 5.32) fed with a low-frequency 

monoharmonic signal generated via a TTI-TGA1241 function generator. 

Simultaneously, a high-frequency pure-tone harmonic sine wave at 125 mVpp was 

introduced to the low-profile piezoceramic transducer at location S1 (figure 5.33). 

According to the first set of measurements, in which a piezoceramic stack actuator 

was used to provide the excite the selected low-frequency mode, four pump excitation 

levels ranging between 125 mVpp and 1 Vpp were considered for testing.  

During the two series of tests, the system response to the two concurrent 

impinging waves was sensed at the three sensor locations (i.e., S2, S3, and S4) and 

recorded at a 2 MSa/s sampling rate with the Cleverscope CS328A and the 

Cleverscope CS328 acquisition units, which were linked together to simultaneously 

trigger the acquisition of the beam response from the considered sensors. Hence, the 

experimental tests were carried out for six pump-probe frequency combinations at 

various amplitudes of the pump excitation and two different actuation scenarios, 

resulting in a total of thirty-six different testing configurations. In correspondence of 

each of these test configurations, twenty data sets consisting of 2 Mpoints each have 

been acquired and post-processed in Matlab to determine their averaged Fast Fourier 

Transform and, subsequently, extract the average amplitude of the first pair 

modulation sideband. 

 

5.3.3.3 Results	

Detecting the emergence of modulation sidebands requires zooming the sample 

power spectra around the spectral line corresponding to the probe frequency. Hence, 

purely by way of example, figures 5.41, 5.42, and 5.43 show the spectral magnitude 

of the signals acquired in correspondence of a testing scenario in which the 21070 Hz 
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signal generated by a low-profile piezoceramic transducer was combined with the 

low-frequency signal provided by means of a stack actuator at a frequency of 145 Hz 

and 2 Vpp. More in detail, while figures 5.41 and 5.42 refer to the signals acquired at 

the sensor locations S2 and S3 through piezoelectric transducers, figure 5.43 

corresponds to the responses recorded at location S4 using a charge accelerometer. 

In this perspective, focusing on the spectra corresponding to the signal recorded at 

the sensor location S2 (figure 5.41) allows detecting the presence of a clear pattern 

of modulation sidebands in the power spectrum of the pristine sample response. 

Nonetheless, although the probe frequency dominated the sample response in both 

pristine and damaged conditions, the amplitude of these additional spectral 

components, which corresponds to the multiple of the selected modal frequency (i.e., 

145 Hz), was found to increase after the 1.9 J impact. Similar considerations apply 

to the spectra acquired at sensor location S4 (figure 5.43). In fact, although a 145 Hz 

sideband was clearly visible on the right side of the ultrasonic carrier frequency 

component (figure 5.43) in the spectrum of the undamaged sample, the internal 

damage induced by the 1.9 J impact led to an increase in the amplitude of the 

modulation sidebands. Conversely, the spectra associated with the signal recorded at 

the sensor location S3 (figure 5.42) make it possible to observe that the response of 

both the  pristine  and the  damaged sample  did  not  exhibit any additional  spectral    

 

Figure	5.41	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S2	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	21070	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	145	Hz	(2	Vpp	amplitude). 
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components besides those associated with the two excitation waves. Thus, the 

Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation correctly identified the onset of the induced 

barely visible impact damage, even though its effectiveness seems to rely upon the 

sensor position relative to both the excitation sources and the impacted area. In 

addition, comparing the response spectra recorded at sensor location S4 in 

correspondence of a pump frequency of 145 Hz and a probe frequency of 16390 Hz 

 

Figure	5.42	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S3	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	21070	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	145	Hz	(2	Vpp	amplitude).	

	

Figure	5.43	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S4	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	21070	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	145	Hz	(2	Vpp	amplitude).	
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(figure 5.44) with those recorded by the selfsame sensor for a pump frequency of 145 

Hz and a carrier frequency of 21070 Hz probe frequency (figure 5.43) allows noticing 

that the applied low-velocity impact triggered an increase in the amplitude of the 

first pair of modulation sidebands and, at once, the emergence of the second pair of 

modulation, suggesting a dependence of the selected pump frequency on the VAM 

sensitivity. 

The graphs of figures 5.45 - 5.50, which compare the average amplitude of the 

first pair of modulation sidebands measured in correspondence of all testing scenarios 

in both pristine and damaged conditions, resume the data obtained by simultaneously 

using a low-profile piezoceramic disk to vibrate the laminated composite beam at the 

considered carrier frequency and a stack actuator to excite the selected low-frequency 

vibration mode. Chosen as an indicator of the occurrence of internal damage, the 

amplitude of the first pair of modulation sidebands was plotted as a function of the 

pump excitation amplitude. In particular, figures 5.45, 5.46, and 5.47 show the results 

obtained for a probe excitation of 21070 Hz at the sensor locations S2, S3, and S4, 

respectively. Analogously, figures 5.48, 5.49, and 5.50 refer to the signals acquired at 

sensor locations S2, S3, and S4 under a probe frequency of 16390 Hz. Therefore, the 

obtained results highlight the overall ability of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation to detect the emergence of internal damage. In fact, with only a few 

 

Figure	5.44	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S4	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	16390	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	145	Hz	(2	Vpp	amplitude).	
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exceptions (see figures 5.45b, 5.46a, and 5.46b), the applied transverse impact load 

led to a general increase in the amplitude of the sidebands. However, as already 

pointed out by the spectra analysis, the method efficacy appears to depend on the 

choice of both the probe and the pump frequency. Purely by way of example, 

comparing the graphs of figures 5.46c and 5.49c, which refer to the signal acquired 

at the sensor location S3 and a 510 Hz pump frequency, enables noticing that picking 

the probe frequency among the ultrasonic or the acoustic resonances of the inspected 

sample may significantly affect both the sensitivity and the efficacy of the applied 

method. In fact, while setting the probe frequency to 21070 Hz did not provide any 

clear indication of the material degradation (figure 5.46c), driving the sample with a 

16390 Hz carrier signal allows observing the average amplitude of the first pair of 

modulation sidebands to increase after the 1.9 J low-velocity impact and, thus, 

detecting the occurrence of the impact-induced damage (figure 5.49c). Analogously, 

the analysis of the spectra associated with the system responses to a 21070 Hz probe 

frequency and a pump frequency at 145 Hz (figure 5.45a) and 316 Hz (figure 5.45b) 

reveals that vibrating the inspected sample at 145 Hz resulted in the emergence of a 

clear pattern of sidebands whose amplitude increased after the introduction of impact 

damage. Conversely, exciting the low-frequency mode at 316 Hz did not induce 

noticeable changes in the amplitude of the emerged sidebands, inferring the 

dependence of the selected pump frequency on the VAM performance. In addition, 

it is worth noticing that the data corresponding to the signal recorded at sensor 

location S3 (figures 5.46 and 5.49) highlight that the method invariably failed in 

detecting the onset of the impact-induced damage, calling for an influence of the 

wave propagation path on the VAM sensitivity. Moreover, an overall analysis of the 

results obtained at a given pump-probe frequency in the whole range of considered 

pump excitation levels points out that reducing the magnitude of the pump wave led 

to a proportional decrease in the amplitude of the first pair of modulation sidebands. 

Therefore, since the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation appeared to decay at low 

pump vibration amplitudes, unique indications on the occurrence of impact damage 

were attained only at the highest excitation levels. In fact, with a few exceptions 

(e.g., figures 5.42b, 5.43a, and 5.45b), the amplitude of the first pair modulation 

sidebands measured in correspondence of a pump magnitude of 4 Vpp was invariably 

higher at damage level D1 than in pristine conditions. The reduced sensitivity at low  
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Figure	5.45	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S2	at	a	probe	frequency	of	21070	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.46	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S3	at	a	probe	frequency	of	21070	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.47	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S4	at	a	probe	frequency	of	21070	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d) 
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Figure	5.48	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S2	at	a	probe	frequency	of	16390	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.49	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S3	at	a	probe	frequency	of	16390	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.50	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S4	at	a	probe	frequency	of	16390	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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excitation levels may be related to the difficulty in measuring a signal whose 

amplitude falls close to the background noise floor or the need to provide the 

minimum amount of energy required to activate the damage-related nonlinearities. 

In this perspective, it is worth noticing that a stack actuator generally provides less 

energy than other driving systems. Thus, aiming to investigate the role of the 

adopted driving system, a second set of experimental measurements, in which an 

electrodynamic shaker was employed to vibrate the inspected sample at the selected 

low-frequency resonance, was carried out. 

Purely by way of illustration, the graphs of figures 5.51, 5.52 represent the 

spectra of the system response acquired at the sensor locations S2 and S4 when the 

laminated composite sample B3 was simultaneously driven by the low-profile 

piezoceramic transducer S1 (figure 5.33), which provided a probe excitation at 21070 

Hz, and an electrodynamic shaker (figure 5.33) that vibrate the sample at a 145 Hz 

pump frequency. Either way, a clear pattern of additional spectral components that 

correspond to multiples of the examined resonance frequency can be clearly detected 

in the response spectra of both the pristine and the damaged sample. Although their 

amplitude increased after the 1.9 J low-velocity impact, the presence of two (figure 

5.51) or three (figure 5.52) pairs of modulation sidebands in the response of the 

undamaged beam reveals the emergence of non-damage-related nonlinear 

 

Figure	5.51	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S2	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	21070	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	145	Hz	(125	mVpp	amplitude). 
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mechanisms, such as those related to the contact effects occurring at the interfaces 

between the monitored structure and external bodies, material deformation (e.g., 

fiber/matrix internal friction), and inherent nonlinearities of the employed 

measurement chain.  

In order to reliably detect the occurrence of impact-induced damage in the 

monitored composite sample, the average amplitude of the nonlinear modulation 

sidebands, which was assumed as a damage indicator to investigate the applicability 

of the VAM approach, was extracted from the spectra associated with each of the 

examined pump-probe frequency combinations and, subsequently, plotted as a 

function of the pump excitation amplitude (figures 5.53 - 5.58). In this context, while 

figures 5.53 - 5.55 correspond to the signals acquired at 21070 Hz probe frequency at 

the three considered sensor locations (namely S2, S3, and S4), those in figures 5.56 - 

5.58 refer to the signals recorded at locations S2, S3, and S4 for a probe frequency of 

16390 Hz. With a few exceptions (see figures 5.53d, 5.56a, and 5.56d), the data reveal 

that the applied impact load led to a general increase in the amplitude of the 

modulation sidebands, demonstrating the overall ability of the Nonlinear Vibro-

Acoustic Modulation to identify the emergence of internal damage. In this 

perspective, it is worth stressing the low severity of the detected damage. In fact,  

 

Figure	5.52	–	Power	spectrum	of	the	system	response	acquired	at	the	sensor	location	
S4	in	both	pristine	and	damaged	conditions:	probe	frequency	21070	Hz	and	pump	
frequency	145	Hz	(125	mVpp	amplitude).	
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Figure	5.53	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S2	at	a	probe	frequency	of	21070	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.54	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S3	at	a	probe	frequency	of	21070	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.55	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S4	at	a	probe	frequency	of	21070	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.56	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S2	at	a	probe	frequency	of	16390	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.57	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S3	at	a	probe	frequency	of	16390	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d) 
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Figure	5.58	–	Average	amplitudes	of	the	first	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	measured	
at	sensor	location	S3	at	a	probe	frequency	of	16390	Hz	and	pump	frequencies	of	145	
Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d) 
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although almost impossible to be perceived by a visual inspection, the internal 

damage resulting from the applied low-velocity impact, which mainly consists of a 

small, delaminated area with some minor fiber breakage at the indentation area, 

might not significantly perturbate the propagation of the two impinging excitation 

signals. Nonetheless, similar to the findings relative to the analysis conducted on 

samples B1 and B2, the obtained results point out some inherent limitations of the 

VAM approach, especially the influence of the sensor positioning and the selected 

probe and pump frequency. As an illustration, the graphs of figures 5.55b and 5.58b 

show that a 16390 Hz probe frequency did not allow to retrieve a clear indication of 

the occurred damage. Instead, vibrating the sample with a 21070 Hz carrier signal 

allows observing an average increase in the amplitude of the first pair of modulation 

sidebands after the 1.9 J low-velocity impact, demonstrating the selection of the 

probe frequency might significantly affect both the sensitivity and the efficacy of the 

VAM technique. Analogously, the analysis of the graphs corresponding to the system 

responses acquired at sensor location S2 under a 21070 Hz probe frequency and a 

pump frequency of 760 Hz (figure 5.53d) and 316 Hz (figure 5.53b) reveal that driving 

the specimen through a pump wave at 316 Hz resulted in the emergence of a clear 

pattern of sidebands whose amplitude approximately increased by 17 µV after the 

introduction of impact damage. Conversely, exciting the low-frequency mode at 760 

Hz (figure 5.53d) did not induce noticeable changes in the amplitude of the emerged 

sidebands, inferring the dependence of the selected pump frequency on the VAM 

performance.  

Concerning the role of the sensor positioning, the data indicate that the 

quality of the indications provided depends on the sensor positioning relative to the 

source of excitation, the damaged region, and the sample support. In this context, 

comparing the figures 5.56b and 5.57b, which refer to the signals acquired in 

correspondence of a 316 Hz pump frequency and a 16390 Hz probe, allows noticing 

that the signal acquired at sensor location S3 (figure 5.57b) provided unique 

information on the occurred damage. In fact, contrary to the values retrieved in S2 

(figure 5.56b), the amplitude of the first pair of modulation sidebands significantly 

increased after applied impact load. Similarly, the graph in figures 5.53d and 5.54d, 

which concern the system response to a 760 Hz pump frequency combined with a 

21070 Hz probe frequency, point out that the amplitude measured in damaged 
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condition at sensor location S3 was invariably higher than that acquired at sensor 

location S2 across the whole range of the examined pump excitation levels.   

Since the averaged spectra (figures 5.51 and 5.52) acquired by vibrating the 

sample through the electrodynamic shaker revealed the emergence of the second pairs 

of modulation sidebands, summing the amplitude of all the emerged components 

might improve the reliability of the considered method. Hence, to further investigate 

both the efficiency and sensitivity of the VAM approach, the sum of the average 

amplitude of the first three pairs of modulation sidebands was assumed as a second 

damage indicator, whose values were plotted as a function of the pump excitation 

amplitude. Thus, while figures 5.59 - 5.61 refer to a probe frequency of 21070, figures 

5.62 - 5.64 correspond to the acoustic probe frequency of 16390 Hz. Besides 

confirming the overall ability of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation to retrieve 

information on the induced damage, the data point out that accounting for all the 

emerged modulation sidebands allows detecting the damage resulting from the 

applied transverse impact load even for pump-probe frequency combinations at which 

the sole first sidebands was not effective. As an illustration, the graph of figure 5.56d, 

which refers to a probe frequency of 16390 Hz and a pump frequency of 760 Hz, 

shows that the amplitude of the first pair of sidebands in pristine conditions was 

invariably higher than that measured at damage level D1 (figure 5.56d). Conversely, 

summing the contribution of the three pairs of modulation sidebands allows 

retrieving an increase after the damage introduction (figures 5.59d). 

In addition, investigating the role of the pump excitation amplitude, which 

represents a measure of the level of strain in the material, on the method's 

performance, the amplitude of the modulation sidebands was shown to increase with 

the pump excitation level (see, for example, figures 5.60a, 5.60b, and 5.62a). However, 

it is worth noticing that, by contrast with the observations made in relation to the 

loss of sensitivity occurred at low pump excitation amplitude when the sample was 

driven with a stack actuator, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation managed to 

identify the occurrence of internal damage even at the minimum excitation level (i.e., 

125 mVpp). 
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Figure	5.59	–	Sum	of	the	amplitudes	of	the	first	three	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	
measured	 at	 sensor	 location	 S2	 at	 a	 probe	 frequency	 of	 21070	 Hz	 and	 pump	
frequencies	of	145	Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.60	–	Sum	of	the	amplitudes	of	the	first	three	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	
measured	 at	 sensor	 location	 S3	 at	 a	 probe	 frequency	 of	 21070	 Hz	 and	 pump	
frequencies	of	145	Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.61	–	Sum	of	the	amplitudes	of	the	first	three	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	
measured	 at	 sensor	 location	 S4	 at	 a	 probe	 frequency	 of	 21070	 Hz	 and	 pump	
frequencies	of	145	Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.62	–	Sum	of	the	amplitudes	of	the	first	three	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	
measured	 at	 sensor	 location	 S2	 at	 a	 probe	 frequency	 of	 16390	 Hz	 and	 pump	
frequencies	of	145	Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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Figure	5.63	–	Sum	of	the	amplitudes	of	the	first	three	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	
measured	 at	 sensor	 location	 S3	 at	 a	 probe	 frequency	 of	 16390	 Hz	 and	 pump	
frequencies	of	145	Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d).	
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Figure	5.64	–	Sum	of	the	amplitudes	of	the	first	three	pair	of	modulation	sidebands	
measured	 at	 sensor	 location	 S4	 at	 a	 probe	 frequency	 of	 16390	 Hz	 and	 pump	
frequencies	of	145	Hz	(a),	316	Hz	(b),	510	Hz	(c),	and	760	Hz	(d). 
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5.4 Conclusions	

Among the non-destructive testing technique relying on the frequency-mixing 

phenomena, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation relies upon the simultaneous 

application of two excitation signals with distinct frequencies and amplitudes that 

propagate within the medium and interact with each other. The presence of cracks, 

flaws, or discontinuities along the wave propagation path triggers the emergence of 

several nonlinear mechanisms, i.e., frequency mixing, higher and sub-harmonics. In 

particular, the nonlinear VAM exploits the occurrence of additional spectral 

components to characterize the nonlinear signature of the inspected sample and, thus, 

provides information on the presence of the damage, its localization, and its extent. 

With the advantage of not requiring complex setups, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation was shown to efficiently detect the presence of small cracks in both metal 

and non-metallic structures. However, to make it a viable and effective non-

destructive testing technique in real applications, the nonlinear VAM efficacy has to 

be improved by further investigating the method critical issues, e.g., the selection of 

both the frequency and amplitude of the pump and probe excitation waves, the 

characteristic of the testing setup, the actuators, and sensors. As a contribution to 

addressing this matter, this chapter aimed to present the results obtained by applying 

the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation to detect the presence of impact-induced 

damage in laminated composite beams. Subjected to a couple of low-velocity 

transverse impact loads, the three inspected samples underwent increasing damage 

severity. Although barely detectable at a visual inspection, the impact-induced 

damage, which mainly consisted of a combination of delaminations and matrix 

cracking, was found to cause the onset of a clear pattern of modulation sidebands 

around the spectral line corresponding to the probe frequency.  

The need to address whether the type of the employed actuators and sensors 

affect the VAM efficacy led to consider different actuation-sensing scenarios, showing 

the overall method ability to provide clear indications on both the damage 

occurrence. In this perspective, the quality of the information the method retrieved 

did not significantly vary with the employed sensing apparatus, which consisted of 

accelerometers (sample B1), piezoceramic transducer (sample B2), or a combination 

of the two (sample B3). Moreover, the VAM performance (i.e., efficacy and 
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sensitivity) appeared to depend on the sensor positioning relative to the excitation 

sources and the impact area, suggesting the influence of the path through which the 

excitation waves propagate. Analogously, the VAM capability to detect the damage 

did not rely upon the adopted actuation scenarios, which alternatively combined the 

piezoceramic disk that provided the probe excitation with an electrodynamic shaker 

(samples B1 and B3) or a stack actuator (sample B2) for exciting the pump 

excitation. Nonetheless, although the amplitude of the emerged modulation sidebands 

generally increased with both the severity of damage and the amplitude of the pump 

wave, the selection of both the probe and pump frequencies was found to affect the 

method's performance. In this context, conducting an experimental campaign in 

which several pump-probe frequencies combinations were considered allowed noticing 

that the choice of the probe frequency may significantly impact the sensitivity of the 

Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation, even though picking it among the inspected 

structure resonance frequencies did not necessarily improve the damage detection 

efficacy. In the same way, the results highlighted that some of the considered pump 

frequencies were more effective in retrieving the presence of the induced-impact 

damage and ranking its severity. Hence, the lack of robustness and, thus, the lack of 

an algorithm to select the frequency values (i.e., both pump and probe frequency 

excitation) with the highest sensitivity for the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation 

reduces the analysis effectiveness and, at once, prevents the method from being 

widely employed in practical non-destructive testing applications.  

In addition, since the amplitude of the modulation sidebands predominantly 

increased with the pump excitation level, the indications provided were generally 

more unique at the highest pump excitation level. In fact, when the selected low-

frequency vibration modes (i.e., pump excitation) were excited at the highest 

excitation level, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation was generally able to 

detect the internal damage and, at once, correctly rank its severity. The loss of 

sensitivity observed at lower pump excitation amplitudes may be attributed to the 

difficulty in monitoring low-level signals falling close or below the background noise 

floor and the necessity to attain enough energy to activate the nonlinear mechanisms 

involved in the emergence of the modulation sidebands. Moreover, it is also worth 

noticing that due to the small extent of the projected delaminated area and the 

comparable features of the impact-induced damage, in some of the considered testing 
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scenarios, the average amplitude of the first pair of modulation sidebands recorded 

at the severest level of damage was lower than the value measured at the other 

damage states.  

In conclusion, the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation was shown to be 

effective in identifying the occurrence of barely visible impact damage in fiber-

reinforced composite materials. Nonetheless, due to some critical issues related to the 

choice of excitation frequencies, the selection of the excitation amplitudes range, the 

type, and the positioning of the employed sensors, which make necessary further 

investigations, caution must be paid in interpreting the experimental data. 
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6 	

Conclusions	
 

Despite the high specific strength and resistance to fatigue and corrosion, 

composite materials exhibit an equally high susceptibility to impact damage that 

may question their use in critical load-bearing structures. Hence, their safe 

employment in structural mechanics became subordinated to the ability to detect 

the occurrence of internal damage and monitor its progression, leading to the 

development of many non-destructive testing (NDT) techniques. However, since 

several proposed approaches are still laboratory demonstrations rather than reliable 

tools for practical engineering applications, a growing effort has recently been 

devoted to assessing the potential of classical and non-classical nonlinear acoustic 

phenomena for damage detection. In this perspective, this thesis aimed to investigate 

the applicability and the performance of two nonlinear acoustics approaches, namely 

the Scaling Subtraction Method (SSM) and the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation (VAM), and demonstrate their effectiveness in both damage detection 

and characterization.  

After the brief introduction to the damage process occurring in composite 

laminated structures provided in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 gives an insight into 

Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), i.e., the emerging interdisciplinary field aimed 

to design tools and strategies to provide real-time diagnosis/prognosis on the 

component status, with a particular focus on the methods commonly applied to 

inspect composite materials. Among these approaches, those based on nonlinear 

acoustic/vibration phenomena have gained increasing attention being more sensitive 

to early-stage defects than their linear counterparts. Thus, Chapter 3 provides a 

description of the nonlinear acoustic phenomena arising in solids, i.e., contact 

acoustic nonlinearity, higher harmonic generation, resonance frequency shift, and 

frequency mixing. In this perspective, the lack of a deep understanding of the physics 

underlying these nonlinear phenomena has emerged as one of the main reasons behind 
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the difficulties in implementing reliable engineering tools for damage detection and 

characterization. Thus, aiming at further exploring the capability of the considered 

nonlinear acoustic approaches (i.e., SSM and VAM) to detect the onset of impact 

damage in composite materials, the remaining chapters illustrate the experimental 

campaign conducted to address some of the related critical issues that mainly concern 

the selection of the testing parameters. 

Chapter 4 goes into an in-depth outline of the principle underlying the 

Scaling Subtraction Method, which provides information on the material 

integrity and its ability to withstand critical loads by accounting for the global 

nonlinear content of the inspected sample response. Although the Scaling Subtraction 

Method was shown to be effective in detecting the onset of internal damage in a wide 

range of different materials, two main drawbacks were pointed out: (1) the need for 

preliminary modal analysis and (2) the sensitivity to the interrogating frequency. In 

this thesis, a novel SSM-based methodology relying on driving the monitored 

structure with a broadband impulsive excitation has been proposed to overcome these 

limitations. The feasibility and the effectiveness of the proposed pulse-based SSM 

approach have been verified by alternatively exciting the inspected laminated 

composite beam through a pure harmonic excitation tuned at different natural 

frequencies of the system and an impulsive excitation. The obtained results allow 

drawing the following insights: 

• The Scaling Subtraction Method managed to detect the onset of impact 

damage in laminated composite beams. 

• The sensitivity of the Scaling Subtraction Method depends on the 

interrogating frequency 

• The quality of the indications that the SSM provides does not significantly 

vary relative to the sensor positioning. 

• The pulse-based SSM approach turned out to be a rather promising option 

for identifying the nonlinearities associated with the onset of impact-

induced damage in composite materials. 
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• A global indicator, which considers the nonlinear contributions associated 

with all the considered testing frequencies, appears to improve both the 

effectiveness and the robustness of the SSM pulse-based approach. 

Chapter 5 first provides the theoretical background of the Nonlinear Vibro-

Acoustic Modulation. Then, an in-depth review of its applications, especially those 

dealing with composite materials, pointed out the VAM's ability to detect the 

presence of small cracks in both metal and non-metallic structures. However, some 

critical issues must still be faced, such as the selection of both the frequency and 

amplitude of the pump and probe excitation waves, the characteristic of the testing 

setup, the actuators, and sensors. Therefore, making the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation a reliable and effective tool for practical engineering applications requires 

further investigations. As a contribution to address this matter, Chapter 5 illustrates 

the results obtained by applying the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation to detect 

the emergence of impact damage in three laminated composite beams. Although 

barely detectable at a visual inspection, the damage produced on the inspected 

samples by means of multiple low-velocity transverse impact loads induced the 

occurrence of a clear pattern of modulation sidebands around the probe frequency 

peak. According to the considered actuation/sensing scenarios and the outlined 

procedures, the beams were driven at several pump/probe frequency combinations 

in both pristine and damaged conditions, allowing to draw a few considerations: 

• The results confirmed the effectiveness of the Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic 

Modulation in detecting the occurrence of impact damage in laminated 

composites samples. 

• The emergence of modulation sidebands was triggered by the applied 

impact loads, which caused the onset of delaminations and matrix cracks. 

The amplitude of these additional spectral components generally increased 

with the damage severity and the pump excitation level. Nonetheless, 

exceptions to this trend suggested the proper selection of both the probe 

and pump frequencies to be essential for reliable damage detection.  
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• The choice of the probe frequency appeared to affect the sensitivity of the 

Nonlinear Vibro-Acoustic Modulation, although picking its value among 

the sample natural frequencies did not necessarily enhance the damage 

detection efficacy.  

• The quality of the indications provided was tendentially higher at the 

highest pump excitation amplitude, where the method managed to detect 

the occurrence of damage and, at once, correctly rank the damage severity. 

Conversely, low pump excitation levels generally resulted in a decay of 

the VAM performance owing to the difficulty in monitoring low-level 

signals or attaining the minimum amount of energy required to activate 

the nonlinear wave interaction mechanisms. 

• The VAM capability to provide information on the material degradation 

slightly varied with the employed sensors and appeared to be affected by 

the sensor positioning relative to the excitation sources and the damaged 

area. 

• The examined actuation scenarios, which alternatively combined the 

piezoceramic disk that provided the probe excitation with an 

electrodynamic shaker or a stack actuator for exciting the pump 

excitation, did not significantly affect the ability of the VAM approach to 

detect the damage. 

In the end, both the Scaling Subtraction Method and the Nonlinear Vibro-

Acoustic Modulation were able to reveal the occurrence of barely visible impact 

damage in fiber-reinforced composite materials. However, because the 

implementation of reliable tools for practical non-destructive testing applications 

requires a good comprehension of the mechanisms underlying the nonlinear acoustic 

phenomena, further investigations are still needed to gain a deep understanding of 

the effects of factors as the sample geometry, the stacking sequence, the operating 

and environmental conditions may have on the performance of the considered 

nondestructive testing methodologies. Moreover, since similar nonlinear effects may 
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arise from different mechanisms or inherent nonlinearities (e.g., overloads, boundary 

conditions, connections between transducers and monitored surfaces, and 

instrumentation), an extensive research effort is needed to distinguish between 

damage-related and non-damage-related nonlinear effects to improve the efficiency 

of the damage detection process and, at once, develop a robust algorithm to select 

the testing parameters (e.g., the interrogating frequency) with the highest sensitivity 

to damage detection.  
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